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Chapter I
TNTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Throughout the 1960s and early L97Os, teacher ed.ucation

Postwar increases
in t,he Vriestern world expand.ed rapidly.
in birthrates and a confidence in the ability of education
to bring about social change caused an unprecedented demand
for trained teachers. The situation in Mani-toba was no
exception. In January L976, the Faculty of Education at
the üniversity of Manitoba had sixty-four students enrolled
in d.egree courses, and about two hundred in the certificate
1

programme.

Amalgamation of the Faculty and the Manitoba Teachersl

College took place in September 1965, and brought all
potential teachers together on the University campus.
Expansion during the subsequent eight years üIas such that
by the winter session of I973-74, the Faculty was teaching
a thousand fulI-time and. fourteen hundred part-time undergrad.uates in addition to a total of over four

graduate students.

hund.red.

2

This period in the history of the Faculty was marked
by developments in both its organisational structure and in
the programmes which it offered.. Much of the change appears
to have been a response to the rapid growth of 1965 and to
a role redefinition which followed. However, in common
with other areas of the Unj-versity, the Faculty of Education
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was also influenced by the expansion of post-secondary

education and by pressure for increased staff and student

participation in decision making.
By 1973, the Faculty was moving into a time of
consolidati-on, and is now, in 1980, into a period of
d.ecline, having cut prog:ranìmes and reduced staf f . The
decisions which will be taken at this time would appear
to be of a very different nature from those related to
expansion. But, closer examination of the decision-making
processes of the eight years of expansion may reveal Some
factors relevant to the present situation.
Definition of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to ans\^/er the question:
what \^¡ere the processes of admj-nistrative decision making
and their results d.uring the period of expansion in the
Faculty of Education at the University of l4anitoba?
To address this problem, it will be necessary to
answer a number of sub-questions:

1. What were the processes of decision making in
the FacultY of Education?
2. To what extent hlere members of the Faculty
involved in the decision-making process?
3. To what extent \^/ere decisions and plans implemented?
4. What relationships can be found between decisj-on
making in a period of expansion and decision theory?
I

3.

While the general h5-story of the Faculty will

be

traced for the years 1965'73, d.etailed analysis will be
concentrated upon four major d.ecisions from the period.,
the processes of decision making and the outcomes of these
decisions;

1. The re-organisation of the Faculty after
amalgamation with the Teachersr College.
2. The development of the Doctor. of Philosophy

(Ph-D)

programme.
3. The

attempt to introduce a Master of Continuing

Ed.ucation (M.Cont.Ed. ) programme.
4. The design and

introduction of the four-year under-

graduate (B.Ed. ) programme.

Significance of the Problem
One of the principal reasons for carrying out this
The rapid expansion of
st.udy, dL this time, is hist,orical.
the Faculty is outlined in the official Unj-versity records
of the period. However, such documents show the final
decisions or the accomplishment of plans and give no details
about the processes which took place to reach these outcomes.
This type of information can come only from the people who

took part in the events and, aS more staff members approach
retírement or leave the Faculty to take jobs else\úhere' the
sources of detailed accounts are beginning to be dispersed.
Examination of past processes and their results not
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only helps to define the present posítj-on, but can elucidate
the possible outcomes of future processes. Seemingly
simple decisions can have far-reaching implications, and
these can better be traced over a few years of high activity
than on a longer, but less active time-scale. Such an
investigation seems appropriate as the Faculty moves into
another period of change and faces a ne!{ experience in the
of contraction.
Another reason for undertaking the investigation was
an apparent dearth of studies of the processes of adminisCaplow and McGeers 1958 classic
tration in universities.
3
The Academic Marketplace was one of the first, and although
there have been others in the intervening twenty years, the

management

number is still

small for institutions which have a primary

function of conducting research.
Research Methodology

The investi-gation took the form of an historical

study

which aimed to examine a set of indi-vidual situations and
to extract part.icularised information for reassembly on a

Therefore, it contained. two major elements,
the systematic search for information, and an analysis and
synthesis of that information.

broader canvas.

The Search
The information which forms the basis of this study
came

from two sources, people and documents. Heeding

5"

4
Kerlingerts advice "to always use primary sources" when
doing historical research, the documents consulted were,
for the most part, official records such as the minutes of
meetings or copies of proposed programmes, and the people
interviewed had all been involved in the events under
The intervie\¡/S were also secondary Sources '
investigation.
at times providing information about events and. opinions of
which the interviev/ees did not have first-hand knowledge.
However, these details were often valuable for background
or for indicatingi neÌ¡¡ directions of inquiry.
Normal concerns in historical research about the
5
authenticity of sources d.id not apply in this study. The
elapsed time was short, staff members were available in
person and. docum"rri.= had remained j-n the files of the

Uni-versity. However, internal criticisms dealing \^/ith the
quality of information could not be discounted especially
since consideration of personal feelings and present circumstances placed some limitat.ions upon aspects of the account.
The use of official documents to provide dates¡ ârl
outline of events and. to verify oral evidence was unlikely
to introduce error into the study. The Minutes of Faculty
Council, which \^/ere a major source, l¡¡ere compiled by Dr.
Keith Vüilson, a principal actor, but' generally, are brief
for the period under examination, and consist of litt.le
more than records of motions proposed and passed,

6"

and reports of enrolments and. examination results.

It

is therefore unlikely that any signíficant bias has been
introduced from this source. The Minutes of the Board of
Graduate Studj-es and of Senate, although more detailed and
containing reports of the d.iscussion of motions, are more
remote from the events under investigation.

Other

documents used, such as copies of proposed progralnmes'

university calendars and legal agreements were equally
unlikely to introduce bias. However, as Good points out:
internal criticism is concerned wíth questions
of the real meaning as dist,inguished from the
literal meaning, the competence of the observer
for careful and accurate reporting, and the
good faith of the observer.in making statements
without bias or prejud.ice.o
Thus, d.ealing with the people who were sources presented
more problems.

It was first of all necessary to decide who to ask for
informat.ion. A reputational approach was used, the network
of those people considered influential in decision making
fanned out from the Dean, John Brown, until it became
virtually a closed system. Because of the limits specified
for the study, the number of people named was sufficiently
smaIl for j-t to be possible to approach many of them and to
interview them, if they were willing.
However, it must not be supposed that the sample
represented a singrle point of view. Some of those who pror¿id.ed. information were from other areas within the University,

7.

and even amongst members of the Faculty of Ed.ucation there
were numerous points of view.

of staff had widely
differing backgrounds, and therefore widely differing
opinions. Not all of those who stayed in the Facult.y
agreed fulIy with decisions and policies.
There lrrere some concerns relaÈed to the accuracy of
recall of the informants. Checking between accounts and with
documentary evidence was possible, and it appeared. that those
most closely involved had a very clear pi-cture of events.
Thompson writing in The Voice of the Past: Oral History
suggests some reason why this should. be so.
The memory process thus depends, not only
upon. individual comprehension, but also upon
interest. . . Reliability depends partly on
whether the question interests an informant.
A willingness to remember is also essenti-aI:
â feature of memory which_is especially
relevant to interviewing. /
Some of the people interviewed expressed concern that
they might not remember because of the elapsed time since
the events t oy because they fraa retired or v/ere getting
Members

older, but again this d.id not. seem to be the case. This
latter phenomenon is described by Thompson as:
A major compensation for the objectivity of
the memory process, is an j-ncreased. willingness to remember, and commonly, too, a
diminished concern with fitting the story to
the social norms of the audience. Thus bias
from both repression and distortion becomes a
less inhibiting difficulty, for both teller
and historian.
Throughout the investigation a willingness to remember
Õ
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very evid.ent. The determined efforts of those interviewed to remember accurately and identify gaps in their
recollections may have been a result of their experiences
and understanding of carrying out similar studies.
The interviews which were used to gather information
were based. on the schedules in Appendix B. These \Árere
adapted to suit each informant's j-nvolvement. The interviews which resulted, had a cornmon basis but were largely
unstructyed so that considerable probing could take place

\ltras

and unexpected. information could be followed. up.

Interviews were arranged in surroundings which \¡/ere
familiar to the respondents and were all carried out by the
Although some took over an hour, it was sometimes
writer.
possible to use a tape recorder with the result that reThe decision about whether or
porting was not. difficult.
not to record was made by the j-nformant. Many felt
comforÈable about the presence of a microphone, but, if they
expressed unease, short notes l^iere made of key phrases or
names as the intervie\,v proceeded. A written account of
the interview was mad.e afterwards, either from notes or from

the tape.
Analysis and Synthesis
The information in t.he written reports was sorted into
categories which hrere broad and related to the four decision
areas in the study, the historical background and the perSome data
ceptions of principal actors and their positions"

o

pertained to more than one category and had to be included
in all relevant areas or cross-referenced.
The factual framework of the study was not difficult
to construct. The d.ates of meetings, the names of people
who took part, official documents and, in some cases, the
From
reports of the actors themselves, \¡¡ere available.
these the chronological account of the development of the
Faculty was constructed and the decisions under investigation
detailed.
In order to clarify what J. F. Kennedy called "the dark
and tangled stret.ches in the decision-making process", two
models \^rere used for the synthesis of the principal decisions.
9
These were drawn from Allison's Essence of Decision and
10
from Baldridge's, Power and Conflict. in the University and.
attempt to show the decision-making process as rat.ional
action and as the resultant of political actions respectively.
Thus this dual approach can be seen as an attempt to address
the problem of oversimplification against which Mouly warns:
causation is a troublesome concept in science;
it is doubly so in historical research where
'causes' are in the nature of antecedents' or
precipitating factors, rather than causes in
the restricted scientific sense. Historical
causes are invariably complex, and a common .r l
error in interpretation is oversimplification.'-

10.
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THE BACKDROP TO DECISION MAKING

This chapter deals with the growth of teacher education
in l4anitoba up to, and includj-ng, the amalgamation of two of
the main training establishments, the Teachers' College and
the Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba.
Information about the early history of teacher education
t
\^/as taken mainly f rom unpublished documents.
Early Developments
Teacher education in Manitoba became established in
September, 1882, with the opening of a Protestant Normal
School, and, in the following year, ä short-lived Catholic
Three classes of non-professional certificates
institution.
v¡ere awarded by the Board. of Education at this timer ort the
basis of academic achievement, and these could only be made
permanent by conversion to professional certíficates
Collegiate and Special
fo11owíng Normal School training.
certif icates \^/ere awarded. to graduates, but for most teachers
first. and second-class awards, at the end of five months of
training, or a third-class certificate, given on completion
of four weeks at the Norma1 School ' \¡Iere suf f icient goa1s.
Not only did many of the eighteen-year old boys and sixteenyear old girls receive their professional training at the
School, but they acquired a good portion of their academic
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background at the same time

Gradually, standards for teacher education were raised.
By 1905, pressure \¡ras growing for loopholes in the regulations to be closed so that attendance at Norma1 School
In 1906,
could become a compulsory requisite for licensing.
permanent accommodation was found for the School, to replace
the rented. quarters used until then, and in L92I, entrance
At this time too,
requirements \dere increased to Grade XI.
plans began to form to make the minimum course ten months
long

This continuous up-grading of standards at the
Provincial Normal School was paralleled. by the expansion of
the Manitoba Summer School, which was started in 1910 by the
intended. to
Department of Education. Although initialty
offer practical and recreational subjects, it soon began to
provide courses of a more professional nature, OII topics such
as playground supervision, and for specific groups of teachers'
like those deali-ng with children from non-Anglo-Saxon homes
in Strathcona. By 192L, the Summer School was offering
courses which were recognised as suitable preparation for
first-cIass certificates, and L924 saw the start of an augmented Summer School run jointly with the University of
Manitoba under the direction of D. S" Wood.s.
Towards the end of the 1920's, other needs for teacher
ed.ucation hreleemerging. Graduates intending to t.each at the
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secondary level v¡ere being trained in a Normal School course

similar in content to that for potential elementary school
t,eachers with Grade XII, with the result that many grad.uates
Nor d.id any opportunities
avoided professional training.
exist for ad.vanced study in education. In order to take
courses at the Master's level, students had. to travel to
A solution to these two probToronto or Chicago at least.
lems seemed to lie in the promotion of a School of Ed.ucation
at the University, and this opened in the autumn of 1933,
with o. S. Vrioods as its Dean.
the School began to operate a progranìme to give professional training to ne!,i g,raduates' but was by no means an
The control of licensing lay with
independent organisation.
the Department of nducation; the Advisory Board of.the
Department set course requirements; some lecturers were
members of the Norma1 School staff while some came from other
parts of the University.
However, during the sunmer session
of L934, a number of graduate students, together with
D. S. Woods, began to investigate the possibility of an
This step could not be taken easily for
autonomous Faculty.
a number of reasons. The University was concerned about the
acad.emic standards of a Faculty whose principal task was
traj-ning teachers; it was also desperately short of funds.
On the other hand, Èhe Department of Education \¡/as doubtful
about losing its complete control over teacher education.

14"

However, agireement was finally

reached and. the Faculty of

Ed.ucation \,vas established in 1935 with the help of Dr. Robert

Fletcher, the Deputy Minister and Dr. Sidney Smith, the new
Presj-d.ent of the University.
The Normal School continued to function in its William
Avenue premises until L946, when it was moved to Tuxedo into
the former School for the Deaf. By 1938 it had become
possible to raise entry requirements to a partial grade XII
and to make all training courses ten months 1on9. Enrollments had. been very low during World lVar II, but soon after
the move to Tuxedo a six-week emergency programme came into
existence in addition to the regular progralnme. This was
designed to ease the wartj-me shortage and during the seventeen
years that followed. the School worked stead.ily to help to
Beds h¡ere
solve the desperate teacher supply situation.
removed from the residences and replaced by cots in an attempt
to accommodate more students; courses lr¡ere subsidised to keep
down t.he costs to students; and in some years f ive hundred.
students were admitted to the regular sessi-on and as many as

eight hundred to the Summer School.2
The emphasis of the cours.e at the Teachers' College' as
it was renamed in the late 1950's, continued to be mainly on
the preparation of teachers for elementary schools. The
programme offered. by the Faculty of Educationr orl the other
hand, prepared its students for work in secondary schools-
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At the time of its foundation, the Faculty made available three levels of study, a first year programme to prepare
graduates with no teaching experience for certification,
second year courses leading to the Bachelor of Education
degree and third year courses for candidates working toward.
a Master of Education degree. New courses were added as the
needs of different groups became apparent.

Elementary

teachers were showing interest in improving their professional standing and therefore, in 1948, admission was opened

to a new Bachelor of Ped.agogy degree. The progralnme,
designed for st.udents with a good Grade XII and a permanent
First Class Professional Certificate, consisted of academic
and. professional courses and took three years to complete.
Another programme, which became available at this time, hras
that leading to the Doctor of Philosophy. Some courses had
been available for a number of years at this level, but
stud.ents had to travel to Chicago or Minneapolis to complete
their degree. However, in 1949 and 1950, two Ph.Drs v/ere
awarded in Education by the University of Manitoba.
During the first thirty years of its life, the Faculty
had. functioned in a variety of physical environments. At
first it was housed on the second floor of the Administration
In 1951 it moved to Hut "J", a temporary building,
building.
contructed as a cafeteria during the lr7ar, and,rin 1962, to its
present home, a nehl building which was enlarged considerably
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in 1965 and again.in

L969.

3

Other developments also took place in the maturing

Faculty. To supplement the courses offered in Summer
School, provision for advanced study during the winter
months was first made in 1936, and this led to the organisation of off-campus courses. At this time, too, a Child
Guidance Centre, organised. by members of the Faculty, began
to fulfil its two-fold function of helping children by
helping their teachers and. social workers. By L94I, this
experiment proved. so successful that the City Health
Department and Winnipeg School Board took over joint
sponsorship of the Centre.

fn 1956, the Faculty lost its Dean and four professors
to another.western university, and the steady progress whj-ch
had been taking place, even through the changing enrollments
New staff had to
d.uríng and aft.er the war, came to a halt.
be recrui-ted and one of these was Dr. John Melville Brown.
Before his appointment to the Faculty in 1956, he had worked
at the Teachers' College, and in the Department of Education,
and, after three years as a member of staff at the University,
he became Dean of Education in 1959.
Thus, teacher education in l4anitoba in the early years
of the sixt.ies, contained two major elements, - The Teachers'
College under the principalship of G. w. F" Brisbin,
providing a ten month training for prospective elementary
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teachers with Grade XII, and. the Faculty of Education at the

University, providing d.iploma progranìmes for the certification
of graduates, B.Paed. and. B.Ed. work' preparation for Master's
degrees and courses at the doctoral 1evel, although the Ph.D.
progranme \,vas itself temporarily suspended.
Amalgamation

Despite the discussion and. speculation of twenty years,
the decision to join the Faculty and the Teachers' College on
the University campus seemed very sudden to thóse involved.
The first j-ndication that change was imminent seems to have
been a telephone conversation between the Premier of the

Province, Hon. Dufferin Roblin, and the President of the
University, Dr. Hugh Sanderson, during the summer of L964.
The Premier asked if the University could accommodate an

extra six hundred students if the College were moved, and
September of that
how soon such a move could take place.
year v¡as considered, but L965 seemed more feasible as a
building programme would be involved. The President then
arrangred a meeting for the followj-ng morning with the Dean,
4
J. M. Brown',
to begin planning.
Principal amongst the factors which influenced the
decision to amalgamate the two institutions, T¡¡as the Governmentrs need to re-open the School for the Deaf on the Tuxedo
Local provision for children with hearing difficulsite.
ties was based in fsbister School, but the facilities !À/ere
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t.imited. Some deaf children were in residential places in
Ontario and Saskatche$¡an, places increasingly needed. by
those provinces for their o\^in children, and this state of
affairs was not very satisfactory from the parents' point
of view.

5

Discontent with t.hese arrangements had been

growing for a number of yearsr âs had feelings within the
Manitoba Teachers' Society that, regardless of the quality

of their training, teachers from the College \^/ere considered
'second-class' . This feeling had increased as other
western provinces closed their normal schools and moved
Thus the
teacher education into their universities.
suggestion of the Premier effectively solved two problems,
it enabled. the upgrading of teacher ed.ucation to begin
while freeing facilities for the reconstitution of the School
for the

Deaf

However, the solution of these two problems generat,ed

the most pressing being that of a shortother difficulties,
age of space in the Faculty of Education. The L962 building
at the University was designed for not more than two hundred.
Certificate (Education I) student.s and a few graduate students,
and it was therefore necessary to investigate the needs of an
The
anticipated seven hundred students and their staff"
agreement between the University and the Government was signed
in November, L964, and laid out the decisions in major areas
such as funding, the life

expectancy of the prograÍIme'
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ad.mission requirements, staf f salaries and pensions
(Appendix C).

The architects were involved during the suinmer

of L964 and, in 1965, the first extension to the building was
complete. While this did not provide completely satisfactory
accommodation, it improved what would have been an impossible
situation.
It was felt that there was not enough time to make any
significant changres to courses and so the programme known as
Education IA was moved. into the Faculty intact, with its own
Thus, initially,
the two
staff under G. Vü. F. Brisbin.
institutions functioned virtually separately although under
However, for the staff and students involved
the same roof.
in Education TA, this meant a longer working year and a later
convocation than for the rest of the Faculty.
The arrangements which lvere made for the staff of the
Teachersr College were complex. The staffing structure
belonged to the civil service, and many of the appointments
had been made on the basis of experience and recognised competence in the classroom, rather than academic qualifications.
This fact suggested that assimilation by the Uníversity would.
Salaries \^rere guaranteed and connot be straightforward.
tj-nued to be paid by the Department of Education, through the
University, unti-l each individual member who remained under
civil service benefits left, or \¡/as transferred. to the
The final payment made under this plan
ünj-versity payroll.
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occurred in the middle of the seventies.

Tn addition, the

Teachers' College staff vüere offered the option to return to

the Department of Education, an alternative which none took.
In factr Do members of staff left at the end of the year
1964-65, which gave continuity in the teaching of the
7
Education IA programme.
The total cost of the amalgamation was borne by the
Government, who faced the bill for a two-stage building
progranme because of a further extension to the Faculty in
1969, and for all the expenses incurred in the running of the
Education IA courses. While the terms of the agreement made
certain that funds were available to meet capital costs, for
the Dean it created a budgeting rheadache' since the Certificate and degree programmes were paid for from University
I
sor-lIces
However, some difficult

aspects of the amalgamation

not be resolved during the year of planning. These
differences had their roots in the philosophies of the two
Historically, the Teachers' College had trained
staffs.
eighteen-year olds, who were often a\¡ray from their homes outside the city for the first time" Thej-r experiences in
residence \¡¡ere regarded by many of their staff as a valuable
9
part of their training.
The move to the University was
seen as taking this away and submerging the students in the
cou1d.

larger body.

Not only \^/ere the staff uneasy about the
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position of the students, some, such as the Physical
Eclucation lecturers, were having to leave their own
specialist teaching facilities to join in accomrnodation at
the University.
Others were apprehensive that they would
be required to work for further academic qualifications in
order to be acceptable as University staff.
The mernbers of the Faculty r^/ere not without concerns
Some had the advantage of having worked at the
either.
Teachersr College, but for all there were worries because
they \^iere to be joined by a group much larger than themselves, which d.id not share their priorities . At the time
of the amalgamation, in September, L965, the staff of the
college \^¡ere not expected to have an1' understanding of the
needs of the Faculty as part of the University, af the
problems of teaching 'simple' basic methods courses to
sophist.icated. graduates, or of t.ire academic standards required for higher degrees in Education.
To these two groups can be added yet another, cornposed
of those members of staff who were destined to join the
Faculty in September , 1965, but wiro belonged historically to
neither the College nor the University" Elaving been
appointed by the new Faculty of Education, however, they were
more likely to identify with the University staff.
Therefore, initially,
the new Faculty of Education
faced the academic year 1965-66 v¡ith an enlarged staff and
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student bod.y. Workloads \^/ere often heavy, physical
condi-tions difficult. for some, and because no attempt

had

been made to mesh the prograÍtmes, there was a certainty of
chanqe in the future.
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Chapter
THE YEARS AFTER

3

AMALGAMATTON

This chapter traces the development of the Faculty in
the first four years after amalgamation. I{ithin this
context it also focuses on the making of decisions in two
areas of change, the provision of a ne\^/ organisational
structure and the development of a doctoral prog'ramme in
Ed.ucational Administration.
The Year 1965-66

ïn September 1965, a new Faculty of Education was born
at the University of Manitoba, of the Teachersr College and
t.he old Faculty.
It. was large in size, hurriedly put together in buildings not spacious enough to house alI the
activities associated with its programmes. The unbalance
in its composition led one staff member from the University
to describe the amalgamation as similar to "swallowing an
elephant".
The year was to be the start of what is rernembered as

a

very busy time. For a while, all efforts \úere concentrated
on the day-to-day running of the Faculty and the practical
problems which arose. During the first months, changes to
academic programmes v¡ere avoided. The one-year elementary
programrxe from the Teachers' College v/as continuing to
function with its own staff, under the direction of G. W. F.
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Brisbin, while R. L. Hedley held a parallel positíon for
the Education I group.
LIowever, by the start of the second term, members of
staff !úere beginning to get to know each other better, and
longer term interests began to emergie. For example, in
1
January , L966, Faculty Council discussed a report by a
committee, set up to examine the design of a two-year
progranme for elementary teachers, a move anticipated in
the l-964 agreement between the University and the Provincial
Government [Appendix C).

At this time, it became apparent that one of the major
difficulties facing the Faculty was its lack of a cohesive,
administrative structure.
During the early sixties,
information and opinions were exchanged. in an informal way
in the hallways and. "around the coffee pot"' in the staffroom. A high level of particípation had been possible with
a very small staff, but it was soon'clear that such an
approach to decision making was unsuitable in the new
situation.
On the other hand, the structure of the Teachers
Col1ege, with a Principal and Vice-Principal and a civil
service hierarchy a;opeared to be equally inappropriate in an
established university.
Another problem facing the Faculty was its lack of
It was regarded with
iCentity within the Universiiy.
suspicion by many on campus, 4nd its standing was generally
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it was doing very little research or scholarly
writing, appearing to be a 'second-rate teachers' colleg"'.3
Therefore, by the spring of L966 it was becoming very
necessary to begin to mesh together the two elements of the
new Faculty and to lay the foundations for its further growth"
The Re-organisation of the Faculty
During the spring of L966 the Dean, J. M. Brown,
invited R. I. Hudson, J. W. Peach and C. C. Wood to join him
1ow because

at his cottage at West Hawk Lake, to begin to put together a
plan for organising the Faculty. Although there had been no
formal staff participation in decision making in the early
sixties, the Dean sought staff opinion meticulously on matters
which he considered. to be relevant to them.

He is reported

by some who worked both for and with him, to have approached
decision making in the careful, painstaking and. thoughtful
viay in which he did all his work" Therefore, on this
occasion, he chose three colleagues who he felt "could. be
objective about the personalities who had to be considered".
R. I. Hudson, from the Student Counselling Service, was
'on loan' to the Faculty, and it was partly because of his
dual role as counsellor and teacher, and partly because of
his personal qualiti-es, that J" t{. Brown felt confidence in
hím. The two other participants $¡ere men who had joined the
Faculty during the previous two years. J. I^7. Peach had. come
from the superi-ntendent's department of the trVinnipeg School
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Division to be Director of Graduate Studies and Research,
and C. C. Wood had joined to teach classroom organisation,
havi-ng had contact with the Dean over many years through
the Manitoba Teachersr Society and provincial conventions
and conferences.
The discussion which took place \^/ere described by one

of the part.icipants as a "k-ind of brainstorming" during
which the restraints were defined, the options and opportunities considered and a 'blue-print' outlined.
The restraints.
Any new structure for the Faculty
had to accommodate a number of differences amongst the
staffr so that all were employed in positions equj-valent to
those which ti:ey occupied before amalgamation. Many of the
facurty had a great deal of valuable experience in the fierd.,
but their academic qualifications covered a wide range, with
very few holding research degrees.
There v/ere, aIso, some sharply contrasting philosophies
of teacher education. The College staff were used to providing a residential programme for eighteen-year olds, while
the Faculty had, in the past, dealt with students who had
completed their first degree and were at ease in the setting
of a university canrpus and understood the demand.s of academic
work.

In addition, it was necessary for a new administrative
structure to be sensitive to the Facurty's unusual control
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arrangements. Unlike most areas within the University,
Education was responsible to two agencies, to the governing
bodies of the University for some students and to the
Department of Educati-on for others.
Nor did the Faculty
have complet.e control of its standards, for, while academic
work \^ias monitored by the University, certification authority
v¡as, and is, vested in the provincial government.
Options and Opportunit.ies. A number of alternatives
were available for the restructuring of the Facu1ty. One
which had been used. elsewhere in Canada was to make the
elementary/secondary d.ivision the basis for organisation.
One advantage of this option was its approximat.ion to a
ColLege/Faculty division, and the resultant ease with which
the interests of the Teachers' College could be protected.
It would have allowed G. W. F. Brisbin to have continued his
responsibility for elementary prograïrmes and would have
facilitated the complicated timetabling requirements of
Education IA.
On the other hand, there was a disad.vantage
in such an arrangement because an increasing number of
graduates v/as expressing int.erest in professional training
in elementary education. In addition, concern was expressed,
4
particularly by J. M. Brown, that such a scheme was not
In the lat,ter
d.eveloping well in Saskatchev/an and Ontario.
province, the rift in the profession between elementary and
secondary school teachers was so deep that they belonged to

)o

different unions and were paid at different rates.
To organise the Facu1t.y by allocating staff to
graduate and non-graduate areas would have resulted in a
roughly similar structure to the one previously mentioned.
However, it had the additional disadvantage of deepening
any animosity felt by non-graduate students and their
professors, The feeling of being 'second-cIass citizens'
was not strong in 19655 u.rrd r"= not to be encouraged, since
this would negate part of the rationale behj-nd the amalgamation.
A further possibility was that the Faculty should. be
organised into departments of subject area staff.

Such

a

structure would form appropriately sized sub-g'roups, and
would be in line with t.he organisational structure of other
faculties on campus. Since it was'possible in this way to
cut across the two elements of the Faculty, it brought the
probability of healing, in time, the d.iscontinuity whi-ch
exi-sted..

In the discussions, there were other considerations to
be made. It was necessary to decid.e upon the amount of
formality desirable in the new structure, since, the more
formal the plan, the greater the control that the University
governing bodies could exercise. A fully departmentalised
Faculty required the blessing of the President and the Board
of Governors and appointments to departmental headships woul-d
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be permanent.
The timing of reorganisation also had. to be examined.

Staff were in urgent need of some type of information and
reporting networl.:, but to rush to some iIl-considered scheme,
before people got to know each other, could increase feelings
of suspicion rather than unite the Faculty.
The Choice.
The plan which was formulated at
West Hawk Lake was based on a two-dimensional matrix
(Figure 1).
One reporting system used age group as its
basis, with G. hI. F. Brisbin as Director of Elementary
Education and R. L. Hedley as Director of Secondary
Education. C. C. Vüood became the Director of Student
Teaching and J. W. Peach, the Dj-rector of Graduate Studies
and. Professional Development. The second dimension \^/as
provided by subject committees which were headed by chairmen.
This scheme had a number of ad.vantages. ït enabled. the
CoIIege staff to mai-ntain contact with G. W. F. Brisbin and,
hence, some continuity in the Educatj-on IA programme, while,
at the same time, using a single Director of Student Teaching
as a unifying influence.
The subject area structure, which
\,vas set up as the second dimension, cut across faculty
origins and was also designed with careful consideration of
staff competencies. It was not formal in the sense that
departments would have been and, in fact, some negotiation
later took place resulting j-n the movement of some speciali-
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ties from one area to another. Subject area committees
also mad.e it possible for faculty to teach students in
both elementary and secondary prograillmesIn theory, the total design had the characteristics,
common to all matrix d.esigns, that each staff member reported to, or received from, two sources, and was therefore able to turn to one or both for help and guidance.
However, by the autumn of L966, many members of the Faculty
were feeling that they had been working in a semi-vacuum
6
for a year, and would have accepted something much less
subtle.

Implementation. When the Dean returned Lo the
city from West Hawk Lake: h" began to hold discussions with
the people who would be most involved. in the setting up of
7
Vice-President Duckworth advised the use
the structure.
of subject area committees rather than departments since
introducti-on of the latter would have involved a formal
approach to Senate. With the designated Directors who had
not been involved in the retreat, G. W" F. Brisbin and
I
R. L. Hedley, a member of the Faculty since 1960, he discussed the appointment of subjecÇ area chairmen. OnIy
then d.id he seek the agreement of M. A. Bonneau' a member
of the Teachers' College staff since 1961, A. M. McPherson
in the Faculty before amalgamat.ion and
K. Wilson who had joined in 1960, to fill these postsThere was very littIe opposit.ion to the plan, although

who had worked

?2

9

a few report having had reservations at the time.
Certainly no-one felt strongly enough to raise objections
10
either with ,¡. M. Brown or in Faculty Council.
The Year 1966'67
The new structure of the Faculty came into use early

Faculty
in the academic year, and seemed to work well.
members \ivere pleased to have a reporting structure and
subject, area committees began t.o meet. As staff members
became increasingly involved with students at both elementary
and secondary Ievels, and as the development of neltT programmes got underway, identificatj-on with the subject area
increased, the committees grew in importance and their
chairmen became more influential.
The first

programme development

to gather

momentum \¡las

the preparation of a two-year progralnme which would replace
Education IA when teacher supply permitted" The 1965
agreement with the Provincial Government (Appendix C) had
outlined the provisions whích would be made, and two
committees were involved in the design. One of these was
composed of members of the Faculty under M. A. Bonneau'
assistant to G. W. F. Brisbin and also chairman of the
Committee on Instructional Methods: Humanities and Social

Sciences, and the other was a group representing jointly

the Unj-versity and the Department of Education.

By early
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l-967 the progranme planning was complete.

The first

year

section of the programme, to be known as Education IB, consisted of four academic and one professional course, and
the second year, Education fIB, r,rlas four-fifths professional
and one-fifth academic. The new prograinme was offered for
the first time in September, 1967, and, ât the same time an
option to train in the area of Early Childhood. This
alternative form of Ed.ucation IB replaced the Nursery School
programme taught previously by the Manitoba Institute of
Technology.

11

During the spring of that year, another subject came to

Faculty Council for discussion. Raised by J. !V. Peach and
K. lrlilson, the problem of non-certifícated entry to graduate
L2
progranmes in'education was to be considered many times
durl-ng the years that followed, and did not reach a satisfactory solution until the second half of the next decade.
The Year L967-68

This period of time appears to have been a particularly
active one for the Faculty. Some of the early suspicions
and uneasiness between the University and. the College staffs
were disappearing and the committee structure grew stronger
and new members of staff were appointed. Some of these new
faculty members had different backgrounds which seemed to
stimulate those who were more established.. One such
addition was R. R. Pippert, who.joined the Faculty from

?tr

Massachusetts University,

to be Chairman of Educational
Psychology. He brought with him considerable expertise
as a counsellor and teacher and some unusual ideas, by
Manitobar standards, about university governance.
In December of 1967, a nevr ag:reement between the
Government, the University of Manitoba and Brandon
University was presented to Faculty Council. Vühen it was
signed on February 20th, 1968, it not only laid out the
details of funding arrangements and length of courses for
the new two-year progiramme, but also made provision for the
formation of the Board of Teacher Education and Certification.
This advisory body consisted of representation from the
Universitj-es of Brand.on, Manitoba and Winnipeg, f rom the
Manitoba Teachers' Society, the Manitoba Association of
School Trustees and the Department of Education. Initially,
it was to make recommendations about the one and two-year
progranmes and about certif icatj-on and while, over the years,
i-ts terms of reference were adjusted, it has remaj-ned a major
part of the decision-making machinery on teacher education,
outside of the Universiti-es
One of the major pre-occupations during the year was the
complexity of the programme structure within the Faculty.
Discussions \^rere beginning about the standing of Summer
School, and adjustments r,vere to be made to t.he Early Childhood section of Educatj-on IB.
Therefore, in February, when
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J. M. Brown told the Faculty of Senaters intention to
establish an ad hoc committee to study integrated progranmes in Educatiorrrl3 a group und.er R. L. Hedley began
work imnediately to review programmes in the Faculty.
During this year interest in progranìme development
gave rise to discussions among a group within the Faculty
about the feasibility of reactivating the Pir.D. programme
which theoretically existed but had not been used for more
than fifteen years. !ühi1e not involving many members of
staff , the prograïìme could offer opportunities from v¡hich
the whole Faculty could benefit.
The Developrnert of the Doctorate
Ear1y discussions about the expansion of graduate
work took place between the Dean, J. M. Brown and his
Director of Graduate Studies and Professional Development,
J. I{. Peach. Both \^/ere enthusiastic about the idea
because it. seemed to have the potential for solving some of
the problems which the Faculty faced in relation to quality
of programmes and status on canpus.
Since the amalgamat.ion of the Faculty and the College,
some staff \dere aware of a vague sense that a 'dilution'
had taken place. Most \¡iere not able to define the problem
clearly at the time but expressed it as a need to establish
a ne\d 'identity' within the University.
Any scheme to upgrade the training progirammes or design an undergraduate
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rlegree was hampered by such restraints as maintaining the

teacher supply, lack of space or the remnants of a lack of
consenstrs about the goals of teacher education. Since all
the programmes which were offered by the Faculty were part

of a network, changes to one often necessitated changes to
others. ÊIowever, the Ph.D. programme, at the end of the
sequence, \^Ias less entangled.
The Dean saw very clearly that within the University
cornmunity, possession of a doctoral prograrune was prestigious
and was often quoted. as being attractive

to able staff and,

hence, to good calibre students.l4
Ifowever, J. t{. Peach was also very conscious of the

potential for the Faculty of Education. In that year he was
co-author of a report on post-secondary educational needs
which had been submitted to the Manitoba Department of
15
On
Educati-on and trriinnipeg School Division, Number 1.
campus he was a member of the Executive Council of Graduate
Studies, which in September 1968, \^/as to become the Board
of Studies. Nor is it irrelevant that the subject area of
which he was chairman contained a concentration of staff
qualified to prepare doctoral stud.ents in answer to a demand
from t,he f ield for well-trained administrators.
Influences on Planning. During early discussions
between J. M. Brown and J. t{. Peach, it was decided that a
doctoral prografüme in Educational Administration be designed
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to provid.e an example to other areas of the Facutty.l6
An opportunity to do this arose when two members of the
subject aïea, H. E. May and C. Bjarnason, went with
J. W. Peach to spend a rural weekend discussj-ng prograinmes
and courses at all levels.
Both biere nelr to the Faculty,
enthusiastic and also very busy, especially C. Bjarnason,
L7
who was completing his orlzn doctorate,
but together they
were able to put together a suitable prograrnme.
Outsid.e t,he area of Educational Administration, some
faculty \4rere interested in the establishment of a research
degree. R. R. Pippert, chairman of Education Psychology,
P. Taylor, who had come to the Faculty with a distinguished
background of scholarship, and K. Wilson, !\iere all involved
in the early stages of planning.
Discussion was also tahing place in the Faculty of
Graduate Studiesr particularly with J. C. Gilson who had
recently become Dean. iiihile the need for a general doctorate
in Education was recognJ-sed, J. I'ü. Peach was advised to have
caution. Staff resources such as qualifications and time
rtlere limited and, except for one or two areas, the Faculty
of Education was not seen to have any tradj-tion of research.
Procedures for reactivating the Ph.D. programme also had.
to be decided because it existed in theory and had been fully
approved at the time of its design, and because its suspension had been by the Faculty of Education, not Graduate
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Studies, it was felt that reinstitution would not talle
Iong as the setting up of a new programme.

as

The Year 1968-69

The Development of the Doctorate

Implementation. On October 10th, L968, J. bi. Peach
19
presented two motions to Faculty Council.
The first outlined a general Ph.D. prograrnme and asked for the opinion of
the Faculty on the reactivation of the Ph.D. in Education.
The second g'ave details of the proposed prograilìme in
Educational Ad.ministration. After some d.iscussion both
motions \¡/ere carried. and J. I'i. Peach was able to take the
plans for the Ph.D. in Educational Ad.ministration to the
next stage of the approval.procedure.
His presentat,ion to the Board of Studies of the Faculty
of Graduate Stud.ies was made on November 28rjr*.20 J. c.
Gilson, âs Dean of Graduate Studj-es, asked questions to
clarify the status of the original programme. J. I¡i. Peach
answerecl some queries about sources of fund.ing, student
supply and course requirements above those of the Faculty
of Graduate Studies. There was also discussion of the
appropriateness of the Ph.D. degree, some members of the
Board favouring the Doctor of Education instead, and. an
amendment to this effect was tabled, but defeated., before
the oriqinal motion was carried.
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As a result of the discussion in the Board of Studies,
two minor changes were made to course titles

before the
prograrnme was presented by Dean Gilson to Senaie in
2t
February of, the following year.
There initial discussion
centred around the new procedures for the approval of
prograflìmes within the Faculty of Graduate Studies.
J. M. Brownr âs Dean of Ed.ucation, answered. some qlrestions
relating to the proviéions for work on counselling in the
Faculty, and some concern \^/as expressed about the purpose
of the Ph.Ð. in Educational Administration before J. C.
Gilson's report was adopted..
hiith the approval of Senate, the procedures for
accepting the progranìme wse complete. Its development
had. been rapid by later
standards and, although procedures
at the time hlere simpler than they $zere to become, some
members of the Faculty of Education have commented that
the speed of passage.was a result of the thorough 'homeworkr done by J. l{. Peach in Graduate Studies.
Other Developments
Aspects of other programmes were causing concern at

this tirne too. In November, 1968, the growing discontent
about the Special Summer Session, it.s high enrollments and
uncertain quality, brought a motion before Faculty Council
to d.iscontinue the programme after the ]1969 sess ion,22 and
also to limit the places avail_able in that session.
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The Education IA progranÌme $/as also coming under

scrutiny.
A committee of Faculty Council was set up in
the autumn under G. Vü. F. Brisbj-n to consider the problems
involved in phasing it out and the group's recommendations
lvere presented in February I L969. It was recommended that
enrollment in the next intake be limited to four hundred
and that necessary changes in certification requirements be
made in two stages, a two-year programme being needed for
permanent certification in Sept.ember, L969, and for interim
23
It was envisaged that,
certification in September, L97I.
the numbers of students entering other progranmes offered by
t.he Faculty would increase, and there were concerns about
the teaching load of many members of staff.
By May of Lg6g, the poíi.y committees of Faculty Council
began to have a more formal structure and to include student
representation. At this time there were four groups, Audio
Visual, Student, TeachJ-ng, Library and Graduate Studies.24
This last committee, under J" W. Peach, turned its attention
to the Master's programme wit.h the intention of clarifying
ad.mission requirements and procedures in the two patterns of
study available.
Thus by the end of the year 1968-69 considerable changes

had already taken place.

The Faculty rvas hrorking increasing-

ly through the sub ject area committees, the d.octoral programme
progranmes v/ere developing and
vzas in place, certification
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of Faculty Council v/ere being formed
being found useful.
some committees

and
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THE FII{AL FOUR

YEARS

In the last four years of J. M. Brown's Deanshipr ênrollment. in the Faculty of Education reached a peak and
levelled off.
Thís chapter examines the major changes which
took place during this time, particularly the development of
two new progranìmes, the four year Bachelor of Education and
a mas-ter's degree in continuing education. At the beginning
of this period a further step was taken in the reorganisation
of the administrative structure of the Faculty, which formalised. some of the changes made four years previously.
The Year L969-L970
The momentum of decision making continued to gather at

the start of the academic year. Faculty Council meetings
\ñ/ere held frequently with heavily loaded. agend.as which dealt
with changes to programmes, new designs for policy and administrative structures and student represent.ation on policymaking bodies.

At the start of the year, J. M. Brown was able to report
that the Board of Teacher Education and Certification favoured
ending the one-year prograrnme at the end of that year, and in
November a slightly adjusted final date was fixed so that the
last programme of this kind would be offered d.uring L97o-Lg7L.
This decision seemed to act as a catalyst in the d.evelopment
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of the undergraduate Bachelor's degree which had been
I
discussed more informally for a number of years.
In
December, L969, agreement was reached about the composition
of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee2 which was to be
an important instrument in the design of the new prograrnme.
At the grad.uate level, discussion continued. about the
need to allow non-certificated entry into the l{aster's pro3
g:rarome, and in March of L970 the first proposals for the
Master of Continuing Education (M.Cont.Ed.) were brought to
Faculty Council to gauge support for the concepts involved..
The development of policy-making committees of Faculty
Counci-l brought an alteration in the composition of the
Audio-visual committee which had been set up d.uring the
5
previous year, and the formation of the Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee, mentioned above" Towards the end of
the winter session the policy making structure was expanded
still furLher with the addition of a Faculty Council
Executive, committees for Undergraduate Admissions, I4icroteaching Services and Student Services and also a House
committee.

6

The Reorganisation of the Faculty

By late L969 it had become apparent that the initial

plan, introduced. in 1966, had become modified through use.
Staff members increasingly taught at both elementary and
secondary levels, and as a result had less contact with a
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single Director.

The cooperative efforts involved in the

two-year programme, the Ph.D. and the prograinme for the

master's d.egree in counselling, which was being discussed,
strengthened the subject committees. l{e\^i members of staff
often had no special historical connection with either the
College or the Faculty and identified with their subject area
from the Lime of their appointment. And. so the subject
committees grew in importance while the elementary-secondary
division waned.
Thus, by late L969, in addition to some practical problems
caused by the overlap of Directors' and Chairmens, roles and
to increasing difficulties because of the size of the expanding Faculty, J. M. Brown faced two types of indj_rect
pressure. The first was a growing expectation of participati-on in d.ecision making. A small group of staff brought
to the Faculty of Education concerns which were being expressed.
across the western world at this time. That such ideas were
aÈtractive to the staff was demonstrated by the campus-wide
change of climat.e and, in particular, by the growth of the
committee structure ofFäculty council"
The second pressure
on the Dean came from the group of subject area committee
chairmen who were gaining confj-dence and leadership skills
through experience and advanced study, and. who were indurging
7
in "a degree of empire-building. "
It was in these circumstances that. J. M" Brown decided
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to appoint R. L. Fledley and I(. Wilson as Assístant Deans
to deal with administrative and academic matters. The
post of Director of Student Teachíng was to remain, as \¡¡as
G. Vü. F. Brisbinrs position as Director of Elementary
Education, until his retirement the following year, and the
ect area commj-ttees v/ere strengthened into formal
Departments. The Dean approached those directly concerned
with his decisi-on, first the men chosen as his Ass.ist.ants
and then those people who were to be líeads of Department,
M. A. Bonneau, J. !1. Peach, A. M. McPherson, K. Vtrilson and
L. D. Baker, who became Head of Educational Psychology when
R. R. Pippert left the Faculty. Thus by spring L970, the
Board of Governors had approved the appointment of the
Assistant Deans and Senate had accepted. the 'd"p.rt*ent.al
sub

j

structure.'

ô
tt

The Year L970-7I

In the early part of the academic year, the Faculty of
Education turned its attention to a nelnr prograrnme which had
originated outside the Faculty. The Master of Continuing
Education had been designed by a group which cut across
faculties and departments and, though int.er-disciplinary,
\,\ras to be based in Bducation.
The Master of Continui-ng Education
For a number of years there had been a growing awareness that prograrnmes !ì¡ere needed at the graduate level for
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people \¡¡ho were teaching adults in a number of f ields.
These teachers $¡ere specialists in such areas as nursing,

social work, ag:riculture and home economics, and although
graduat.es, were \,rithout education training, since the
majority of education courses placed an emphasis on child
9
learning .which would have been inappropriate.
Changes
in the responsibilit,y of people within the school system
with a shift t.owards community educat.ion also ind.icated.
that some certificated teachers would need support as they
moved. into adult educatiorr.tO
In Canada, the University of Saskatche\^zan and the
Onta.rio Institute for Studies in Educat.ion had begun to
address these needs with their progranmes in Continuing
Ed.ucatj-on. At the University of Manitoba some members of
the Extension Dj-vision and of the Faculty of Education vrere
a\,vare of these programmes and of their potential and, in
November 1968, had started to meet as an informal committee
with representation of the Winnipeg School Division and the
Manitoba Associatíon of Adult Education. One member of the
group, G. Vl. Leckie, had been through the programme in
Saskatcheu¡an and knew the programme at the Ontario Institute
for Studies i-n Ed.ucation in Toronto. He was an assistant to
H. E. Duckworth, Academic Vice-President, with responsibility
for special projects such as the development of the programme
in Continuing Education, and in additionr ârr associate professor
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in the Faculty of Education working under K. Wilson in
1l
Educational
Foundu.tio.rs

.

Others who were involved in this early work included

A. S. R. Tweedie, who had. joined the University in Ig49 as
t.he Director of the Extension Division and professor of
Adult Ed.ucation.t' E. shapiro of the Extension Division,
J. v'1. Peach of Education and L. B. siemens of plant science
and Director of the Centre for Settlement Stud.ies v¡ere also

present at these early informal meetings which d.iscussed. a
memorandum prepared by G. w. Leckie as a "first-l-ook" survey.
Further informal meetings were held in the autumn of
the following yeaï , L96g.I3 ,n"=e \^lere cal-Ied by A. S. R.
Tweedle to consider a master's programme in Ad.ult Education,

and at these meetings it $¡as' d.ecid.ed. to begi-n to prepare

L4

a

draft for discussion with R. R. pippert of Educational
Psychology.
The planning of the new progranme took about a year and,

although it was mainly the work of G. !V. Leckie and A. S. R.
Tweedie, it involved many others from across the campus.
E. shapiro and L. B. siemens who had. been present at the 1968
meetings joined the committee together with f . trVilson, Chairman,
and 1ater, Flead, of Educational Foundations.

consultations
\¡/ere held with representatives of the Schools of Agriculture r
Home Economics, i'{ursing, Physical Ed.ucation and social work.15
R- R" Pippert also gave help because he sav/ the programme as an
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alternative to the doctorate which it was impossible for
L6
Educational Psychology to support, but encouragement
from this section of the Faculty ceased when he left.
One of the major difficulties
involved in the design
of the new programme concerned non-certificated. entry.
The Faculty of Education, which was to be the base for the
degree, had been divided for a number of years about the
admission of students to graduate courses who did not meet
the requirements for certification.
Many members saw the
M.Ed. as exclusively a teacher's qualification, a view also
held by the Manitoba Teachers' Society, for use in a narrowly
L7
defined, K-12 schoor system.-'
Because of these objections
it was necessary to frame the Master's degree in Continuing
Education as a new prograrnme, not an extension of the existing M.Ed. Vühile this was by no means impossible for the
committee it resulted in a longer period of formal acceptance
than would have been required by an extension.
By l{arch L970, the Graduate Studies Committee of Education was able to recommend to Faculty Council that the new
degree be known as the l{aster of Continuing Ed.ucation (M.Cont.
18
Ed. ), bê instituted and by October of L970 the Graduate
Studies Committee received a detailed progranme which it
presented to Faculty Council on November 2.rd.19
On December llth, L970, c. W. Leckie spoke to the Board
of Studies of the Faculty of Graduate Studies about the new
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-programme. 20

He answered many questions about aspects of

its structure, the value of the practicum and the number of
credit hours required. Discussion also took prace about the
balance of part-time and full-time students and the needs of
already expressed interest in enrolling
in the programme. In accepting it, the Board recommend.ed
the inclusion of a comprehensive examinatj-on for candidates
doing a practicum.
Approval for the programme in the Faculty Council of
2L
Graduate Studies in January 1971 was given quickly
and it
was forwarded to senate. rt was with senate Executive that
the first procedural difficul-ties began. At their meeting
of February 23rd, they raised a number of questions which
J. M. Brown answered through the Board. of Graduate Stud.ies,
as it had now become, but the queries caused the Board to
approach J. R. Kidd, Chairman of the Department of Adult
.22
Ed.ucation at O. T . S. E. to appraise the programme.
Other problems r{/ere beginning to appear at this time.
The Deputy Minister of Education, W. C. Lorimer, having been
persuaded of the need for the prograrnme, suggested that
support of the Saskatche\¡¡an prograrìmes would be a suitable
step and that the University of Saskatche\^ran would have to
be consulted before final approval could be given to the
University of Manitoba' s M.Cont.Ed.. 23
When the Board of Graduate Studies met on April 2nd, it
some people who had
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had just received J. R. Kidd's favourable appraisal and
v/as able to address Senate Executive's questions using

It also attempted to answer
J. M. Brownrs replies.
W. C. Lorimer's concerns by dj-scussing the d.ifficulties
caused by having only one programme relatively near, and
24
in
Saskatoon.
Approval was finally given by Senate
that
on May 12th ,

25

L9'7L.

The Bachelor of Education

At the same time.that the new graduate programme was
taking shape outside the Faculty, the design of a new undergraduate progranme was being completed inside.
Preparations for extending the basic training progranme
had been taking place since the mid-sixties in a number of
ways.

The subject was discussed j-n 1965 when teacher
26

with the development
of the two-year prograilìme seen as a first stage. While this
\^¡as being designed under the guidance of M. A. Bonneau,
J. M. Brown, Èhe Committee Chairmen and the Directors had
discussions in their regular meetings and at one stage held. a
27
two-day seminar on the establj-shment of a four-year undergraduate degree. In another attempt to come to terms with
the problems involved, a committee was set up under R. L.
Hedley, but, 1i-ke previous exercises, it became enmeshed in
education in Winnipeg was reorganised,

philosophical discussion and mad.e little progress.
At the end of 1969, the position of K. Wilson within the
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Faculty was changing. At the beginning of December,
J. M. Brown asked him to be chairman of the Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee and at the end of the month recommended
his appoj-ntment as Assistant Dean to be effective from March
lst,,

L970.

29

the new programme started informally when
K. Wilson met one evening \,,Iith two members of the Faculty,
E. Motheral and L. D. Baker and sketched out a proposal.
K. Wilson felt that previous attempts had run into difficulties because they had been philosophical in their approach
and that progress might be faster if committees \^/ere
30
dealing with a concrete scheme
In the months that folIowed, there was a great deal
The draft proposal was taken to the
of planning activity.
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, groups of the Faculty
met to plan sections of the programme and. discussions took
place with bodies such as the Manitoba Teachers' Society,
the Manitoba Association of School Superintendents and the
31
For some members of the Faculty
Department of Education.
32
this meant meetings one or two evenings a week.
At the heart of the discussions \Á/as the balance between
professional and. academic courses in the programme. K. Wilson,
writing in 1973, explained that the objectives of the new
Work on

the opportunity for an early commitment
to teaching and ease of transfer for those students who

prograrnme included

The Proposed B.Ed.
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wished to withdraw from Education early ín their training.

33

This was an apparent contradiction since one objective
implied the importance of professional work in the first
years of the prograrnme while another emphasised early
academic work. There \^/ere also problems related to the
actual size of the two components, since some members of
staff t,hought that programmæ should be three quarters
academic while others \íere in favour of a half and half
34
split.
The final touches were put to the programme at the
beginning of the winter of 1970, and. in Februdyy, L97L,
35
it was brought to Faculty Council for approval.
(Appendix C ) .
At this st,age there was a change in normal
University procedure in an attempt to speed the passage of
the programme, when it was approved first by the Executive
of Senate and then by the Curriculum and Course Change
36
committee before being brought to Senate on March 2nd., and
the Board of Teacher Education and Certification on March
19rh.

37

The integrated degree programme \,vas finally

referred

to the Uni-versity Grants Commission who invited comments from
the Uni-versities of i¡Iinnipeg and Brandon, and it was at this
late stage that any hopes of implementing it in the year
I97I-72 were dashed. The University of Winnipeg, fearíng
for its enrollment when the four-year programme began to
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"

attract students from its Faculty of Arts and Science,
objected on institutional grounds and the discussions that
followed, under the chairmanship provided by the University
38
Grants Commission, lasted throughout the suÍrmer.
Other Developments

In spite of the heavy load which t.he design of the four
year B.Ed. progranme placed on the Faculty, there \^rere other
concerns at this time. At the start of the year the undergraduate enrollment had. reached over one thousand.; and.
students in Education like their colleagues elsewhere, h/ere
demanding a louder voice in decision making. The desire for
participation resulted. in their having seats on all relevant
Faculty committees and the necessary changes to committee
39
composJ-tion were mad.e in the autumn of 1970.
The Year L97L-L972

This year sa\¡Í a change in the leadership of the Faculty
of Education as J. M. Brown took a sabbatical in Europe and
R. L. Hedley became Acting Dean. As coul-d be expected,
there \^/ere some changes i-n the way the Faculty vras managed,
in who was considered influential and in how decisions \¡rere
made.

However, some innovations continued in directions which

had already been determined.

ture

had. been

The new administrative struc-

functioning for a year and. the policy-making
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committees of Faculty Council were allowing greater input

by members of staff and students. It seemed as if the
planning of the four-year undergraduate B-Ed. had healed

the few breaches remaining between the staff of the Teachers'
College and the old Faculty and. thus the events of the year
u/ere the adjustments of a period of consolídation, the
40
4L
amendment of courses, discussions about tenure and the
monitoring of the nei^/ programmes as they reached the final
stages of their passage t.hrough acceptance procedure
The Acceptance of the Bachelor of Education Programme
It was not un.til November 24Lh, 1-g7L, that a joint
proposal for this degree.prog:ramme, from representatives of
the Universities of Manitoba and Winnipeg was submitted to
the University Grants Commission. It was brought before
Senate on December 7th, L97I,

42

and because of delay at the

Ministerial level following its submission to the Board of
43
Teacher Educatíon and Certification
it. did not receive
44
final approval until December L972
The Master of Continuinq Education
The progress of the graduate programme was no less
frustrating.
Acceptance by the University Appraisals
Committee on Graduate Studies required two appraisals by outsid.e examiners, and it was for this reason that M" S. Knowles
of Boston University and A" M. Thomas of O.I.S.E. visited
the University of Manitoba in January, L972" The Committee "
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approved the programme in April , L972, and referred it to
45

the University Grants Commission, and here it was to remain.

Initially,
the University Grants Commission deferred
decisions in July, L972, and July, 19'73, until the Report
46
of the Task Force on Post-Secondary Education \¡/as received,
but as time went by, it became apparent that a decision
would not be mad.e quickly by the Government. The other
two provincial universities were expressing interest in
47
cont,inuing education but this was by no means the only
reason f or the d.eath of the programme. J. C. Gilson,
Vice-Presid.ent of the University at the time, suggested that
the poor financial state of the University was also working
against the approval of new programmes by the University
48
Grants Commission, and therefore the required approval was
never given.
The Year L972-I973
The return of J. M" Brown did not greatly affecÈ the

tenor of decision-making. The time of far-reaching organisational change appeared to be over and faculty concerns
had shifted to matters of tenure and representation" Discussion continued about non-certificated entry to the M.Ed.
progranme, a controversy which was to last many years.

alterations were made in the composition of some
committees of Faculty Council and. a Research Committee
Some

was
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established. in September, L972.

Meanwhile, the Faculty

continued to wait f or its ne\,{ programmes.

For the Dean, this year marked a watershed. He
returned from his sabbatical to find that the Faculty had
changed during his absence and that he had changed too,
that he had d.iscovered there \dere other things in life which
49
And so he decided to retire, to leave
he wanted t,o do.
the Faculty of Ed.ucation which he had fostered since 1959.
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AiJALYSIS AI¡D SYNTHESIS

The attempt to identify patterns of development and

extract

the information collected was, âs
expected, not straightforward.. Detailed examination and.
interpretation bore out Kerlinger's warningi that:
the historical nret.hod.
.differs from
other scholarly activity only in its
elusive subject matter, thè past, and the
peculiarfy difficult interpretive task
imposed by the glusive nature of its
subject matter.I
Every telling of events had a d.ifferent emphasis and presented.
a different perspective
Therefore, it. seemed appropriate to put the pieces of
the jigsaw together in two ways, to construcL two pictures.
The use of two conceptual lenses und.erlines the complexity
of the events of decision mal',ing. They guard against any
impricatj-on that the synthesis is an 'absolute' truth or
thatr âs Baldrj-dge stat.es, models 'reconstruct rearity on a
miniature scale. "2 Rather, they confirm Silverman,s
explanation of Kuhn's view that "the history of science. .
becomes the h'istory of competition between different
3
paradigans. "
The use of two different moders stresses that
interpretation is only a 'relative truth'.
If writers regard theÍr models as sets of personal
hypotheses, it would be logical to assume that the use of
meanj-ng from
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two will present some difficultíes,

since advocates will be
more at ease with one than the other.
Graham Allison
addresses this problem in Essence of Decision, when he points
out that:
the argument, that most analysts tend to rely
on a single conce¡ltual model sounds crudely
reductionj-st. . . .Few analysts proceed
exclusively and single-mindedly within a pure
conceptual model. Instead they think predominantly in terms of one model, occasionatly
shifting from one variant of it to another.4
Therefore, in order to minimise these difficulties,
two models
must be chosen which complement each other rather than
confl ict.
For this study, models were developed from two sollrces.
The first was the parad.igrms of university governance, which
Baldridge published during the early seventies, v¡hj-ch saÌ¡¡
Northlrnerican universities as bureaucraciesr âs collegia or
5, 6
as political systems.
The second source was the models
7
of decision making which Allison used in Essence of Decision
and which he described as "rationar actor", "organizational
process" and "governmentar politics" moders. Because of the
rapid expansion of the Faculty of Education nelther Baldridge',s
collegium nor Allison's organi-sational process models could be
applied. Allison's mod.el required. a highly sophisticated.
organisation which had not been thought of in 1965, and
Baldridge's collegium implied a lack of hierarchy which perhaps
existed during the first year after amalgamation but had gone
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by

1970.

The first

paradigm, called }lodel A, is a combination of
"rational actor" decision-making model set j-n an

Allison's

academic bureaucrãcy, a combination which Baldridge himself
sugges ts

:

The bureaucratic model of organizational

structure is accompanied by a rational model
of decision-making. It is usually assumed
that j-n a bureaucracy the structure is hierarchial and well organized, and that decj-sions
are maQe through clear-cut, predetermj-ned
steps.

S

He goes on to report Allison's model for rational decision

making as having four components:

1. goals and objectives
2. alternatives
3. consequences
4. choice9
and these components will form the basis for one analysis of
the decisj-ons in this st.udy"
The second model, B. \^/as developed from Allison's
"polit.ical model" in which decision making was examined as a
process involving:
1. players in positj-ons
2. their goals and interests
3 " their pohier
4. the resultant
""tiorrI0
Such a characterisation of decision making fit.s well into the
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type of political system that Baldridge proposes:
The political model assumes that complex
organizations can be studied as miniature
political systems. There are interest
group dynamics and conflicts.
The
political model focuses on policy-making
processes.
Policy decisions are
critical decisions. They have a m4jor
impact on an org'anization-ts future.1l
However, âlthough two models are suggested, they must not

be considered exclusive.

Both can be used to analyse one

decision, but the approprtateness of the decision-mal:ing
model will suggest the organisational model which is most
relevant at that stage in the growth of the Faculty.
The Re-organi-sation of the Faculty
Model

A

In considering the events surrounding the re-orgianisation
of the Faculty of Education as an example of rational decision
making, the objectives of the Faculty are of pri-me importance.
The first of these was the wish to facilitate the neshing of
personnel from the old Faculty with those from Teachers'
College to form a cohesive groupr so that the development of
new programmes for teacher education could begin.
At the
same time, the externaL j-mage of the Faculty needed clarification across the university campus, a task which could be
carried. ouL more easily by a united Facurty, busily engaged in
the development of new undergraduate and graduate programmes.
And, thirdly, the suddenly expanded group had a very pragmatic
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need for an administrative structure to handle its information

processing.
There v¡ere a number of ways in which the Faculty could
have been structured to provide channels of communication and

authority, and simplify the task of management. It could
have been divided into elementary and secondary areas of
specialisation ¡ oE members of staff could have been allocated
to graduate and non-graduate programmes and this used as a
basis for a reporÈing structure.
Another possibility, which
provided a very different organisational framework from the
two above, v/as to divide the staff amongst departments on the
basis of their subject area
Because of the d.ifferences in academic qualifications,
philosophy and experience between the College staff and
members of the old Facultyr .âny structure which tended. to
perpetuate the division seemed 1ikeIy to create problems.
This appried particularty to the possibility of organising
around graduate and non-graduate prograrnmes. rt also applied
to a lesser extent to the idea of using elementary and
secondary programme affiliations
to structure the new Facu1ty,
since most College students were in elementary progranmes and
most Faculty students v/ere training for secondary teaching.
The el-ement.ary/secondary division had been mad.e use of in
other provinces'schemes for teacher education and had been
found to have the ad.ditional d.isadvantage of perpetuating
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such a distinction amongst teachers in the field,

even to the

extent of the creatj-on of separate teachers' associations.
To organise on the basis of subject areas would appear to
avoid such difficulties and would, in fact, encourage the
mj-xing of the two staf f s.
This plan had the additional
advantage of being cong'ruent with other Faculties on campus
which were divided into departments. Thus, it seemed very
suitable and was adopted, with the slight modification of an
overlyíng elemenLary/secondary structure to ensure the continuity of the Teachers' College programme. And when the
plan was implemented in 1966 it was possible to provide
positions of responsibilit.y for some members of l¡oth staffs
as well
By Lg7O, when the plan was formalised., the divj-sion
between elementary and secondary progranmes \^¡as becoming much

less clear, and use túas strengthening the subject area
div.isions. Thus, the formal structure \,üas based on subject
area Departments with appointed Heads, while two new Assistant
Deans v/ere chosen

trative
Model

af f airs

to help J.

14. Brown

in academic and adminis-

, respecti-vely.

B

In examining the restructuring of the Faculty as an
example of political decision making, it is necessary to
icentify the principal players, their formal positions, their
int.erests and their power. tnitially,
only four people v¡ere
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involved. and the central figure was the Dean, J. ¡4. Brown.
During the years at the head of the Faculty of Education, he
had developed a style of decision making which involved asking

for the opinions of those he trusted, listening and reaching
hj-s ov/n conclusiolrs. persuasion and robbying took place
quietly, but, by the time decisj-ons lrere announced., consensus had often been reached and he appearedr âs a very close
colleague exprained, "to have the gift --one of many-- to bring
things together with very little conflict.. "
In this case, he had a number of concerns that any
structure for the Faculty should take account of the personalities and expertise available, and should be unifying but yet
protect the continuity of the Education IA programme.
J. M. Brown also felt strongly that any pran which was based
on an elementary/secondary framework would be d.ivisive,
he perceived it to be in Ontario and Saskat.che\¡¡an.

as

At the Dean's request, another principal player was
R. r. Hudson. Although a member of the student counselling
Service, his teaching in the Faculty had increased his interest
in Education. He enjoyed beingr âs J. M. Brown described him,
"detached while involved." and he served as a "sounding board"
for the Dean, a role of which few members of the Facurty were
aware.

The Dean arso invited two new members of staff to take
part, in the earry pranning. one was J" w. peach, who had.
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agreed to join the Faculty when amalgamation with the

both inside and.
outside the FacuLEy , as capable and ambitious, and he was very
highly regarded by J. M. Brown, being "always objective" and
"completely trustworthy. " The other member of staff, C. C.
Wood, had been known to the Dean for a number of years.
J. M. Brown felt able to talk to him freely and, because of
his past association with the Manitoba Teachers' Society, he
brought a knowledge of the personalities involved to the
meeting, unbiased by any personal agenda.
Teachers' College was assured.

He was seen,

The small group of the Dean's confidants met av¡a]¡ from

the Faculty, at l¡Iest Hawk Lake, produced an organisational
structure and suggested appointees for the positions it
created. This plan changed very little before it was
implemented, although the advice of Vice-President Duckwort.h
suggesting informalit.y by using area chairmen instead of
Heads of Departments, was accepted.
The structure which emerged in L970 seems to have
d.eveloped from the original 'blue-print' and to have been
influenced only by the approaching retirement of G. Vi. F.
Brisbin and. by discussions, in general terms, with subject
area Chairmen. In fact, although the Assistant Deans v¡ere
appointed before the Heads of Department, there was little
consultation between the Dean and his assistants before he
approached those whom he wished to fill the new positions.
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The Development of the Doctorate
Model

A

the Faculty of Education began to develop new
prog:ranìmes following its reorganisation, one of the main
objectives was to raise the quality, in academj-c terms, of
t.he training which it offered for teachers. The improvement
of any of the graduate programmes would. represent progress
towards this goal, but t.he development of a doctoral programme
in Flducation carried. the most prestige in the academic
V'Ihen

community.

Consideration of the programmes, which could be expanded
at either the masters' or the doctorar levels, suggested that
the resurrection of the then defunct ph.D. programme would

bring the largest benefits in terms of prestige and. attraction
to high calibre staff, while being least disruptive to the
pat.tern of baccalaureat,e and. masters' prograrunes arread.y in
pIace. rn addition, since the progranme had been approved in
the late forties, it seemed likely that official sanction
would be more easily obtained than for a new progranme.
The final choice of a doctorate in Educational Admini-stration
\^/as dictated in part by the demands of a rapidly expanding
administlative corps associated with the new school d.ivisions
in ltlanitoba. rt was arso a result of the availability of
clualified faculty in that area, in contrast to Educational
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Psychology which had potential clients but insufficient

experienced staf f-members
Model

.

B

From the description in Chapter 3, it is apparent that

the principal actor in decision rnaking was J. W. Peach, with
support and encouragement from the Dean of Education,
J. 14. Brown. At the start of planning, J. IV. Peach was a
member of the Executive Council of the Faculty of Graduate
Studies and Director of Graduat.e SLudies and Professional
Development wit,hin the Faculty of Education. In addition,
he was Chairman of the Committee on Ed.ucational Administration,
an area cont.aining a concentration of staff with high acad.emic
qualifications
The preparation of an example doctoral prograrnme in
Educational Administration involved other members of the

subject area staff, H. E. May and. C. Bjarnason. It also
sÈimulated the interest of R. R. Pippert, Chairman of
Educational Psychology. However, considerable early
influence on the d.evelopment of the progranme came from
members of the Faculty of Grad.uate Studies, whom J. W. Peach
consulted informally.
The decision to develop only the doctorate in Educational
Administration resulted from two sets of circumstances. The
first was advice from the Faculty of Graduate Studies, to
proceed with caution towards the more general Ph"D" in
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Education.

The second was the absence of other prograrune

proposals and the decísj-on of R. R. Pippert not to pursue

a

in Ed.ucational Psychology because of lack of
faculty expertise.
In the formal stages of approval, the doctorate
encountered very litt.le opposition.
Earlier discussions
with members of the Board of Studies seemed to have ensured
t.hat. the aims of the Faculty of Ed.ucation in making the
proposal were quite closely understood in the Faculty of
Graduate Studies, and that support for the prografirme existed.
Similarly, in Senate, opposition was very limit.ed, most
attent.ion focussing, not on the programme, but on new procedures in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and on the preparation of counsellors by the Faculty of Ed.ucation.
programme

The Master of Continui-ng. Education
Model

A

The use of the rational decision model is again useful

for id.entifying the objecÈives behind the design of the
M.Cont.Ed. progranme. A desire for training on the part of
a number of people involved in the education of adults, a
recognition that this need would increase and the geographic
unsuitability of the nearest available course, \^/ere sufficient
reasons to develop an alternative prog'rafirme at the University
of Manitoba.
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The alternatives which were available ranged from

encouraging the use of the Saskatchewan programme, with

financial assistance for stud.ents, through adapting the
Master of Education programme, to the design of a completely
new programme. Although the first alternative had some
support outside the University, it was not seen as a viable
solution from within, since it was unable to meet the needs
of a considerable number of potential clients who wished to
study on a part-tj-me basis. The second possibility , of
adapting the M.Ed. programme also involved a ;oroblem which
j-t would be difficult to overcome, namely, the opposition of
many of the Faculty of Education and, indirectly, of the
Manitoba Teachers' Society to the ad.mission of uncertificated.
graduates to programmes in Education. The third option, the
design of a ne\¡/, interdisciplinary prograrrme, while time
consuming, therefore seemed to present problems which were
so1ubIe.
Once the choice had been made amongst the available

options, events moved outside the control of the decisionmaking group. While these cannot be considered as an
i-ntegral part of the decision-mal.:ing process, they v¡ere
relevant to the outcome and cannot be

accommodated by

Model A.
Mode1

B

fn the development of the programme for the Master of
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(lontinuing Education, the principal actors were G" Vü. Leckie
and A. S. R. Tweedie, hêither of whom worked from the Faculty
of Ed.ucation in the main. G. Vü. Leckie was an assistant
Èo Vice-President Duckworth and had. been appointed, in part,
to develop a progranme in Continuing Education. To this
mandate he brought expertise and experience gained in
Saskatchev¡an and knowledge of the O.I.S.E. prografltme in
Continuing Ed.ucat.ion. He was also an associate professor
in the Faculty of Education and worked under K. lrlilson in the
Department of Educational Foundations. A. S. R. Tweedie
provided considerable experience in Adult Education, having
been wíth the Extension Division of the University for twenty
years

Initially,
these two men called together groups of
interested. members of staff from across the campus and most,
of the design work on the Master of Continuing Education
progranme was done informally.
Tentative suggestions were put
to the ad hoc conunittee, opinions \¡/ere solicited from Schools
of the University which might provide clients, interested
faculty members in Education made contri h:tions and provided a
channel for communicatíon with the Manitoba Teachers' Society.
G. Vl. Leckie was particularly aware of the concerns within the
Faculty of Education about 'opening-up' the existing Mastersl
programme because of his work in the Faculty under K. wilson.
Thus , by the time the prografirme v¡as ready to be brought
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by the Committee of Graduate Studies to the Faculty Council
of Education, and later to the Board of Studíes of the
Faculty of Graduate Stud.ies, a form of consensus had been
reached and approval \Áras given quickly.
The events which
followed, in the formal approval stages, moved outside the
influence of the principal actors, K. l'tilson and t.he Dean,
J. M. Brorvn. External appraisals had to be carried out, and
the University Grants Commi-ssion deferred making decisions,
pending the Report of the Task Force on Post-Secondary
Education. The passing of time brought interest in continuing Educatj-on from the other provincial universities and
worsening financial circumstances at the University of Manitoba
and the final approval was never obtained.
Tl:e Unclergraduate Bachelor of Education
Moclel A

The need to raise the standard of teacher education had
been recognised at the time of the amalgamation of the Teachers'

College and the Faculty of Education, and the means to carry
out. the improvement had been identified as a four-year undergraduate degree programme" Therefore, the problem to
solved was that of the design of such a prograÍune.

be

Early attempts to design a programme from a philosophical
starting point had failed and once the Assistant Dean,
I(. tr'üilson, had provided a concrete example as outline for dis*
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cussion, the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and the
Faculty, ât large, wer:e faced wi.th a number of alternatives.
Some of these were centred around the relative sizes of the
professi-onal and academic components at both secondary and
elementary levels, and some were concerned with the timing
of -the components during t.he four years. AIso, the wish to
have students committed. to their chosen profession early in
their training and t,he desirability of making it possible for
them to learn Education and continue their studies in another
Faculty if they found their career choice to have been faulty,
tended. to be antithetical.
The process by which a decision was reached appears to
have been the summation of a number of small rational decisions
by many groups within the Faculty rather than a major decision
made by either individual or a group such as the Undergraduate
Curriculum Commj-ttee led by K. lrÏilson.
Model

B

Alt,hough the decisions surrou.nding the design of the

Bachelor of Education prograrnme are di-fferent fron the o_thers

included in this study because of the large number of people
involved, there still exists a small group who are particularly
influential.
The Dean was present. at the meetings which took
place, but it was K. lVilson who was leader of the group which

put together the working draft and provided the impetus for
further work. Because of his positions as Assistant Dean
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(Academic) and Chairman of the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee, he was involved in all stages of the development

of the prograÍrme.
Other indíviduals also had influence at various stages
of planning, L. D. Baker and E. Motheral in the initial draft,
the Heads of Departments in the design of courses in their
area, the representatives of external bodies such as the
Manj-toba Teachers' society and members of the Department of

Educat.ion. However, for any single faculty member, their
contribution was a relatively small part of a larger combined
ef fort..
As wj-th the Master of Continuing Education, the events

which caused.delays in the implementation of the progranmes
were outside the control of the Faculty of Education and.,
ind.eed, of the University of Manitoba.

Implications from the Use of Models
The preceding analyses have underlined the complexity of
the decision-making process, which the use of models has only
partially illuminated.. Greenwòod, writing in Lg69, addresses
this problem and comments that:
it is conceivãble but improbable that a
a comprehensive decision theory can
emerge in t.he çresent chaos of organi-zational theory. rz
Ten years later, such a decision theory is just as improbable;
both organisationar theory and the understanding of decision
Some
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making are no less chaotic.

However, the application of

a

model seems to clarify

the decision-making process and bring
into focus some aspects whj-ch are not obvious in a narrative

account.

In t.his study, Model A has underlined the rationale
behind the four decisions in a way which is logical and
reasonable. However, the picture which it presents is not
peopled by human beings. It examines in detail the alternatives and the final choice but it does not show that these
considerat,ions would be incomplete, nor that the chol-ce
be being influenced by personal opinions or desires.

may

It is left to the second model, Model B, to bring to
the account suggest,ions that Vice-President Duckworth may
have been influential in the creation of the committee
structure of the Faculty of Education, that the d.octoral
progranme was t,he work, in the main, af one man, and. that the
Manitoba Teachers' society had some effect, directly and.
indirectly, on the design of the B.Ed. and the M.Cont.Ed..
progranìmes. Becallse it highlights patterns of influence and
principal actors, this model is more useful than Mod.e1 A for
identifying changes in the decision-making process.
However, this is not to suggest that either model is
ideal or even that they are more ,than helpful.
The analysis
of the design process for the Bachelor of Education illustrates
their limitations.
Because there \úere many d.ecisions of
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comparable magnitude, involving many small interest groups,

professi-onal decisions which \^/ere made by professionars,
models proved too simplistic to unravel the complicated

t.he

network. Indeed, it may be that this type of complex
decision was what Baldridge had in mind. when he suggested. a
collegial model of decision making in power and confrict in
13
the University,
a model he mentions but does not develop.
In spite of the models' limitations, however, some
factors do emerge from consideration of the four decisions
through two conceptual lenses. The first is the way in
which actual behaviour faIls short of objective ratj-onarity,

or what llerbert simon d.escrj-bes as "rimited rationality.,,l4
ïn none of the decisions \^ras it possible to consider every
possible arternative or anticipate all consequences fulry.
Thus, in restructuring the Faculty ín L9,66, J. iq. Brown's
choice of companions probably restricted the range of arternatives, since he j-s unlikely to have chosen colleagues with

radically dif ferent ideas f rom his o!ìrn. Similarly in his
approach to the design of the four year B.Ed., K. lrlilson
intentionally restricted consid.eration of some alÈernatives in
order to avoid discussion flound.ering in philosophical
arguments. rn ad.d.ition, arl decisions show evidence of
fairure to anticipate consequences fully, however carefully
discussion and planning had. proceeded., perhaps the most
significant being the lack of acceptance of the tl.cont.Ed.
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prograrnme.

A second characteristic which is common to all four
decisions, and. which emergies mainly in the use of Model B,

is the extent to which decision making in the Faculty was
influenced and controlled by bodies outside the Faculty.
The advice of a Vice-President, the recommendati-ons of the
Board of Graduate Studies and the votes of Senate apply to
all faculties, but Education was also affected by the
Department of Education, including the Board of Teacher
Education and Certification, and by the professional
associations.
However, it is not only commonalities which emerge;

the study shows that a chanEe took place, during the years
from 1965 to L973, both in d.ecision making and., in a wider
sense, in the governance of the Faculty of Education. Both
before the amalgamation of the Faculty and the Teachers'
coIlege, and d.uring the reorganisat.ion of the Faculty, decisíon
making centred around the Dean. He solicited opinions,
considered them and reached a decision" Although no formar
hierarchy existed at this time, a small number of faculty
\^/ere seen to be particularly influentj-al, and most of this
elite group moved into senior posts with the reorganisation.
V{hen the doctoral programme was developed, J. M. Brown's
direct. involvement was much less, although he provided
encouragement and showed great int.erest at all stages of the
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'v/ork the major responsibility was borne by J. Vl. Peach,

a member of the Faculty, highly regarded. by the Dean and
hold.ing a senior position.
A small number of staff were
also involved, particularly those in Educational Adminis-

tration.
However, by the time the subject area commj_ttee became

Departments, the Department Heads $¡ere becoming more powerful
and formal staff involvenent in decísion making was increasj-ngly

common. At this t.ime too, policy-making committees of the
Faculty \^/ere being established. Pressure and direct
influence from the Dean were al.so decreasing. Thus, he
attended meetings of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
while it was working on the four year B.Ed. programme, but
said little to alter the trend of early planning. Nor is
there evidence of his intervention in the design stages of the
M.Cont.Ed. He left this decísion making to the committees
and to I(. Wilson and G. W. Leckie respectively.
Therefore, there is evidence to suggest a signifiéant
change in the style of decision making during the eight years
under consideration. At the start of the period, J. M. Brownrs
leadership was benevolently autocratic, and his decision
making was "a painful responsibilit.y" accord.ing to those who
worked most closely with him, involving a meticulous search
for opinions before he weighed the alternatives and reached an
'uneasy choj-ce. By the time he retired, he had gradually
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,involved others in the process of decision making and had

established a structured, more democratic Faculty.
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6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this study has been to examine the

development of decision making in the Faculty of Education

at the university of Manitoba d.uring a period of expansion,
and, to this end, the study has investigated the d.ecision
process, the involvement of member.s of staff and outside
agencies, and the implementation of the decisions taken
However, a secondary, less explicit, aim of the study was to
document the years from 1965 to L973 using the recoll-ections
of the principal actors, before they became scattered across
canada in new positions or for their years of retirement.
rn order 'to reduce the problem to manageable proportions,
detailed examination was limit.ed to four ciecision-making areas.
The first of those was the reorganJ-sation following amalgamation
with the Teachers' colIege, a process which was spread over a
number of years and which provided the skeleton for the new
Faculty. The second was the design of the doctoral prog'ranme,
essentially the work of one man, and a very rapidly completed.
change. The remaining two decisions \,rere also concerned with
programme design, f.or the Master of Continuing Education which
was conceived outside the Faculty, and for the four-year
Bachelor of Education degree.
The j-nformation for the study was collected., in part,
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from a series of interviews with peopte who were d.irectly
involved with the changes in the Faculty (Appendix A).

interviews \¡Iere conducted by telephone, but the majority
took place, face-to-face, in the respondent's home or office,
and. all were only loosely structured (Appendix B).
Some

Documentary evidence was also used, and most of this came from

the officiar records of the Faculty of Education and. t.he
University of Manitoba governing bodies.
rn order to present this ínformation logically, the early
part of the study provided an outline history of the Faculty
up to 1965, which was drawn from both primary and secondary
sources. The next aspect focused on the years 1965-73, and,
against a general chronological background, examined the four
decisions of the study in detail.
Analysis of relevant data was carried out using two
models of decision making. The first of these assumed the
rationality of decision making and owed much to Arrison's
1
Model r in Essence of Decision.
The second focused. on the
political influences which surround the decision process and
d.rev¿ on Allison.'s Model r.ïr.2 and. Bald.ridge's political
mod.el
of university d.ecisj-on .makirrg. 3
Findings

It was found that the application of two models provided
some useful insights into decision making but r¡/as noi com-
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þIet.ely adequate. For example, in considering the d.esign
of the undergraduate B.Ed. prograrnme, neither model was able
to unravel the details of the many d.ecisions which !ì/ere being
taken simult,aneously. On the other hand, with the relatively
uncomplicated. decisions about the Ph.D. programme, both models
provided feasible constructions and highlighted different
aspects of the d.ecision-making process, and thus illustrated
its complexity.
In addition to demonstrating, to some extent, the complexity of decision making, the use of models helped in the
identificat,ion of other factors common to the four decisi-ons
under investigation.
One of these was the way in which
actual behavioup does not include complete searches for alternatives or complete consideration of the consequences of
decision making, a phenomenon called "limited rationality" by
4
Simon. Another factor, conrmon to the four decj-sions, which
the analysis identifies, is the considerable amount of external
influence on d.ecj-sj-on making in the Faculty of Education
The models were also able to provid.e ans\¡/ers to the
questions raised at the beginning of the study about the
involvement of staff members and the processes of decisj_on
making and, in so doing, identified significant changes which
took place during the period. Initially,
deci_sion ;naking
centred around the Dean, involved a small number of people and.
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a short time from early planning to imprementation.
By the end of the period. under consideration, participatj-on
was more widespread, the process was slower and the existence
of an inforrnal elite group less obvious. The shift had
apparently been from a benevolent autocracy to a more democrati-c system.
spanned

Concl-usions

Because the study set out to exprore the processes of

decision-makj-ng in a smaIl number of diverse examples, much
of the data gathered is not generarisable. rt was noted in

chapter I that "the peculiarly difficult interpretive task
(was) imposed by the elusive nature of (the) subject matter',S
and that "'causes' (were) in the nature of antecedents, or
6
precipitating factors" .
However, without being able to

'prover conclusi-ons in the scientific sense, and., remaining
a\i¡are that other interpretations of the findings could well be
made, there are some areas in which inferences can be d.rawn.
With respect of the methodology, it would seem that a
fifteen year time intervar is not unreasonable for a study of
this type, íf the participants lvere highly involved. in Lhe
events they are being asked. to recall " The recollections of
members of staff who were at the centre of events in 1965 \¡rere
often more d.etailed and accurate than those of some who were
part of the large group working on the design of the under-
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graduate degree.

A second conclusion regard.j-ng the methodology is that
d.ecision-making models can be useful if their lj-mitations are
recognised. The use of a single model, probably chosen on
the basis of the researcher's preferences and interests, will
result in a blinkered view, and this study has shown that
even using two mod.els, with widely divergent. frameworks, is

not sufficient to handle a situation with many participants.
rnferences about the decision-making process itserf do
not forlow easily because of the specific nature of the study.
The decisions examined were varied but took prace in a
specialised setting, amongst groups of professionals. However there is no reason to suspect that the very complex
decision-maki-ng process which was found, in all cases, would
not exist in another organisation.
Similar1y, it would. be expected that the style of
decision making in other conìplex organi-sations would change
over an eight year periodr ês it did in the Faculty of
Education. However, the study has not identified. any single
cause for this change, rather the existence of a number of
other variables with which there might be a relationship.
The rapid change in size may have been a major factor in
7
the change of decision-making style.
Haire maintained that
there j-s an interd.ependence between org:anisational size, shaÞe
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and functionr

so that as the organisation grovùs, i_ts internal
shape changes. Thus, in this case, the growth following

amargamation brought about a change in shape, the deveropment

of the Departments, and, in time, a change i-n function,
gradual democratisation of decision-making.
Gardner v¿ourd suggest a different

the

reason for the change

in decision-making sty1e.
In Self-Renewal, he draws a
parallel between the development of an organisation and
growth, using âger rather than sizer äs a variabre,
suggests that:

human

and he

when organizations and societies

are young
they are flexible, fluid, not yet parátyzea
by rigid specialization and .willing to Lry
anything once. As the organization or
society ages, vitality
diminj-shes, flexibility
gives way to rigidity,
vitality
fades.S
such f l-exibil-ity was demonstrated in the 'younE , Faculty
as it designed its structure and its doctoral programme.
These innovations were quickly pJ-anned and implementecl;
members of staff

were full

of enthusiasm and optimism, too
busy to be upset about unsatisfactory detairs;
morale was
high.
rn decision-making four years l-ater the rigidity
of

more mature organisation hras beginning to show, staff

expected

to pray a parL, formal committees had been set up and procedures agreed.
rt is also possibre to hypothesise that the change in
deCiSiOn-maki

nc¡ stvl e was Èh¿= rpqrrJ {- nf

= ¡}r:nõ^

;-

a

+}.a
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character of the Faculty. At first it was a group which
came together to plan an institution.
With the development
of a structure, that institution came into being and its
processes \^/ere formalised.

also taken place over the eight year period
in t.he composition of the Faculty which could be seen as
affecting the decision-making style.
The Teachers' College
had been hierarchical. in organisation and had, like the old
Faculty, expected decisions to be made by the senior members
of the staff.
As the 'young' Faculty expanded, professors
joined who had experience of other methods of, decision making,
and older members of staff retired.
Time wrought changes
too on the Dean. Personal tragedy, i11-health and a growing
confidence in those he had promoted could be seen as contributing factors in the shift of style.
Nor were all influences for change within the Faculty.
The sixties marked a time of adjustment in university
decision making across North America. The demand of students
for a part in the governance of higher education is well
documented, and faculty demands intensified at the same time.
At the University of Manitoba considerable encouragement was
given to Faculties to begin to organise committees for policy
making and advice was offered about their composition. It
can therefore be suggested that the changes in the Faculty of
Changes had
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Education were nothing more than a reflection of much wid.er
developments.

Implications
The uncertainty surrounding the cause or causes of change

j-n decision-making style during expansion has implications for
any consideration of decision making during the present period

of contraction. From the findings of this study, it seems
1ike1y that a decrease in size will be accompanied by some
change in decision making. One possibility is t.hat the
change in size will bring about a change in structure, whLch
in turn will affect the way in which decisíons will be made.
Another possibility is Èhat. the effects of j-ncreasing
maturity, which alone could cause rigidity, will- be intensified
by a static and aging faculty.
The study also raises questions about the making of
decj-sions in other parts of universities.
while there is no
evidence to the contrary, it is by no means certain that the
development of the decj-sion-making processes in the Faculty
of Education r^las unique. Further investigation would be
necessary to isolate and identify charact,eristics.
The
changing nature of decj-sion making in terms of participation,
the amount of external influence, the effects of st.ructure
on the development of academic programmes could be characteristics of the Faculty of Education in particular, of all
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semi-professional schools or of any expanding academic
organisatíon.
A number of issues concerning the analysis of the
processes of decision-makj-ng have also been raised. by the
study. With the complexity of the process, even at its most

straight-forward, and the current penchant for participatory
decision making, some improved methods, which are able to
9
handle a wider canvas, seem necessary. Allison suggests
that some models are more suited to some situations than
others. This study has shown that the use of more than one
model can be helpful, and it may be that researchers should
consider using four or five models simultaneously. The
parad.igm shoul-d not be a cage but a lens and perhaps ne\^/ or
mult,iple models could bring. about a situation where it is no
longer necessary to accept J. F" Kennedy's view t.hat:
there will always be the d.ark and tangled
stretches in the decision-making process
mysterious even to those who may be most
intimateJ-y involved.
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APPENDIX A
PARTTCIPAIJTS

TT.T

THE

STUDY

The following people* shared their recollections in

personal interviews or telephone conversations.
L. Doris Baker:
Professor in the Faculty of Eclucation since 1956 and
Iiead of Department, Educational psychology between
l-970 and L975

C. Bjarnason:
Professor in the Faculty of Educatj-on from Lg67 until
his retirement in r97g and during. that period, Head of
Educational Administration and acting Associate
for a time.

Dean

M. A. Bonneau:

staff

joined t.he Teachers' college in 196r.
He became a professor in the Faculty of Bducation at the
time of amalgamation in 1965. rn ad.dition, he was
assistant to the Director of Blementary Education between
L966 and r97L, and was chairman and. later Heacl of Department in curricurum: Humanities and social sci-ences for
ten years beginníng 1966.
member who

Eleanor Boyce:
one of the Facurty's first

doctorates in 1949-50 and. a
long serving professor until her retirement in Lg67.
*Professors are from the university of lfanitoba unles otherwise stated.
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c. W. F. Brisbin:
Principal of the Teachers t college from Lg57 until
amalgamation, when he became a professor in the
Faculty of Education and Director of Elementary
Education, a post he held until he retired. in I g7r.
J. M. Brown:
Professor in the Faculty of Educatj-on since 1956
and Dean from 1959 unti_l his retirement in 1973.

F. H.

Drewe:

Associate professor in the Faculty of Education from
1969.

J. C. Gilson:
Professor in the Facurty of Agrj-culture. He was Dean
of the Faculty of Graduate studies from 196g until LgTr
when he became Vice-president (Academic), a post he

held until L979.
R. L. Hedley:
Professor in Faculty of Education since 1960. He was
Director of secondary Ed.ucation from Lg66 to Lg7o. He
then held the post of Assi-stant Dean (Administration)
until L973 and became Associate Dean at that time"
R. I. Hudson:
Member and former

Director of the student counserlÍng
service. He was acting chairman of Educational
Psychology in the year L966-67.

"
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J. W. Peach:
Professor in the Faculty of Bducation since L965.
He was Director of Graduate studies and professional
Development. between 1966 and L970 and Chai_rman and,

later, llead of Ed.ucational Administration.
R. R. Pippert:
Professor in the Faculty of Education and Chairman
of Educational psychology from L967 to Lg7O, when he
left to become Dean of Education at the university of
Brandon.

c. hi. Leckie

:

Associate professor in tLle Faculty of Ed.ucation and
Assi-stant to the vice-president until he retired. in L976.

R. Lee:
Director of Teacher Certification and. Record.s,
Manitoba Department of Education from 196g to Lg7g.
R. !v. Lightly:
Principal of the Normal Schoo1 from 1951 to 1957.
He then became chief rnspector of schools before being

assistant to the Deputy Minister of. Ed.ucat.ion, a post
he held until his retirement.
W. C. Lorimer:
Deputy Minister of Education until his retirement in Lg7g.
E. D. l4acPherson:
Dean of the Faculty of Education since 1974.
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A. M. McPherson:
Professor in the Faculty of Education since 1963 and
Chairman and Head. of Department, Curriculum:
Mathematics and Natural Sciences since L966.
II. E. May:
Professor in the Faculty of Education since rg67 and
of Department, curricurum: Humanities and social
Sciences since I976
T . R. lforrison:
Dean of Continuing Education since Lg7B.
O. Trosky:
Professor in the Faculty of Education since 1965.
A. S. R. Tweedie:
Professor of Ad.ult Education and. Director of the
Head

Extension Division from Lg49 to 1974.
K. lrlilson:

Professor in the Faculty of Ed.ucation since 1960.
He was Chairman and Head of Educational Foundations from
1966 to L976 and Assistant Dean (Academic) between L}TO
and I973.

C. C. tlood:
Professor in the Facurty of Ed.ucation from Lg64 until
his retirement i-n L977. He rvas also Director of stud.ent
Teachíng for ten years beginnj_nq in 1966"
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B

SAMPLE INTERVTEW SCHEDULES

1. Interview Sched.ule on !.he Re-organisation of the Faculty
1. What posit.ion did you hotd. in the Faculty in Lg66 when
suggestions \¡¡ere made to organise the administration by
committees?

2. Were you in the same position in L970 when formal
Depártments v/ere created? If not, what position did
you hold at. this time?
The Formation of Commi-ttees
3. Who were the influentials in suggesting that the Faculty
be organi-sed into committees?
4. Why was there a need to reorganise?
5. What part did you play in the planning for committees?
6. Who else was involved?
Probes: faculty members, advisory committees,
central administration, outside agencies.
7. The way in which the Faculty was divided was a little
unusual, i.e., elementary and secondary, and also into
areas like psychology, administration and two curriculum
areas. Why was this?
8. lr]hat formal processes had to be gone through to set up
the committees?
9" Did the change affect the allocation of fund.s within the
Faculty?

10" How were the chairmen chosen?
The Working of the Committees
11. Did the commit.tees allow for participation by Faculty
members in major decision-making?
12. Who were the powerful (influential)members of staff
at this t.ime?
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13. In what ways did the creation of the committees affect
the development of the Faculty?
The Formatj-on of Departments
L4. What were the major influences that led to the creation
of Departments in the Faculty of Education?
15. What formal processes had to be completed to bring about
the change?
16. lriho was involved in these?
17. Why was the subject formal used instead of the age based.
divisi-on?

18. How were deci-sions made about the allocat.ion of resources?
19. There was a lot of innovative activity in the Faculty
about this time. Do you think that there might be some
connection with the change in administrative structure?
In what way?
20. Are there any other $rays in which the development of the
administrative structure affected the future development
of progranmes?
21. In your opiriion, who were the most influent.ial members of
the Faculty during the period L966-70?
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2" Interview Schedule on the Development of the

Ph"D.

1. What position in the Faculty did you occupy in the
academic year L967-68?
2. There had been provision for a doctoral programme
for a number of years, what, do you think, caused
the renewed interest?
3. Who initiated. the move to bring the programme into
use?

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

was inf luent,ia1 in the development of plans to
resurrect the programme?
How did planning take place? Was there a committee;
r¡/ere outside agencies involved?
lfhat formal steps had to be taken to make it possible
to admit students to the programme?
How long did it take for the first students to be
ad.mitt.ed. to the programme?
Do you think that the existence of a Ph.D. programme
in just one subject area has affected:
a) the ad.ministrative structure of the Faculty?
b) the programmes at ot,her levels?
Who

"
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3. Interview Scired.ule on the Decision of a Master of
Continuing Education programme.

1. What position in the Faculty of Education did you
hold in J-970 when the Master of Continuing Education
was first discussed?
2. Who initiated the discussion about such a degree?
3. !,7hich members of staf f were particularly involved
in the formulation of programmes for a degree of
M.Cont.Ed.

?

4. Were any other people involved in the planning stages?
Probe: committees, consultants, outside agencies?
5. What formal processes had to be completed before the
progranme could be introduced?
6. How much internal opposition \^ras there to the plans?
7. What, re-allocation of resources h/as going to be
necessary?

8. At what stage in the formal acceptance process did
the plan for M.Cont,.Ed. flounder?
9 . In your opinion, what \^¡ere the reasons for the f ailure
to bring M.Cont.Ed. into beinq?
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4,. Interview Schedule on the Development of the -year
Undergraduate B.Ed.

the Faculty d.id you hold when
discussion began about the 4-year B.Ed. programme?
2. In your opínion, what caused the awareness of a
need. for a four year programme in L970?
3. Did discussion begin because of the actions of a
single person or small group? lriho?
4. Vühat course did the decision-making follow, what
- time scale was involved.?
5. Vüho took part in discussions?
-Probes:
Faculty
Outside agencies
Other universi-ties
University Grants Commission?

6. In what ways r¡/ere plans amended during the discussions?
7. What differences \^Iere there in the groups of influentials
at the planning stage and during the implementation
process?

8. In what $/ays would a di-f ferent Faculty organisational
structure have altered the B.Ed. programme?
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MEMORANDUM

A.D.

APPENDÏX

OF AGREEMENT

C

dated the 19th day of November,

L964
HER T.{AJESTY THE QUEEN IN
RIGHT OF THE PROVTNCE OF
MANïTOBA, represented by

BETWEEN

the Honourable the Minister
of Ed.ucation (hereinafter
called "the Government"),
OF THE FÏRST PART,
and
THE UNTVERSITY OF MANITOBA

(hereinafter called "the
University"),

OF THE SECOND PART

the Government is presently providing teacher
training at an institution known as the Manitoba Teachers'
!{HEREAS

College

i

the Government is desirous of closing the
said institution and transferring to the campus of the
University all teacher training acti-vities now conducted at
the said institution;
AND WHEREAS the University has agreed to establish and
operate an elementary teacher training course on the campus
of the University;
NOW THTS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH as follows:
1. Course in Elementary Teacher Training
The University agirees to establish and operate on the
AND IVHEREAS

L12.

of the university a one-year course in elementary
teacher training commencing in the fall of 1965 and. to
continue to offer such course until the supply of teachers
campus

can be assured ad.equately by other courses.

2.

Entrance Requirements

(a) It is agreed that high entrance standards are
desi-rable and that present standards should be raised.
as quickly as possible without. unduly restricting the
flow of new trainees.
The university wilr retain the
standards of admission now in effect at Manitoba Teachers
college unt.il it can raise them without d.ecreasing the
number of candidates below the numerical requirements of
the schools as set by the Minister.
(b) A Committee of Admissions will be established to
include two members appointed by the Senate of the
university, and four members appointed by the Minister
of Educatj-on, of whom one shall be a teacher and one a
trustee.
IÈs function will be to select sui-tab1e
candidates for admission to the course. rt shall take
into account of the qualificatj-ons of applicants and the
3.

numerical requirements of the schools.
Enrolment and Length of Course
The cost estimates and space requirements already submitted

are based on an enrolment of about 700 in a course of about the
same length as the present Manitoba Teachers college course.
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The University will

endeavour to maíntain enrolment at

a

figure which will satisfy the requirements of the public
schools for elementary teachers, and. will begin classes not
later than mid-September and terminate them not earlier than
mi-d-June.

Practise Teaching
The University with the co-operation of the Department of
Education and the public schools, will arrangie and supervise
practise teaching each year for a time at least as long as that
which novr prevails at Manitoba Teachers College.
5. Course Content
(a) There sha1l be a Committee on Teacher Education
composed of five persons appointea Uy tfre Senate of the
Universi-ty and ten appointed by t.he Minister of Education.
Three of those appointed by the Minister shaIl be teachers
i-n the schools of t.he Province and two shall be trustees.
(b) The Committee on Teacher Education shall recommend t.o.
the Minister and to the Senate the content of the course.
(c) The Minister shalI name the chairman of the Committee
and the Minister and the President. shall determine joint.ly
the terms of office of the members and shall set the terms
of reference of the Committee.
6" Capital Cost of Building
The University, subject to the approval of the Government,
shall plan and consÈruct an addition to the present Education
4.
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Building sufficient to accommodate an ad.dit.ional 700 students"
The cost of the addition will be borne wholly by the Government.
7. Current Costs
The GovernmenÈ agrees to pay to the University the net
cost of operati-ng the one-year course either
(a) by advancing to the University annually in one or
more instalments, the estimated net cost for the year
wit,h a balancing payment to or from the Government
when the actual net cost is knownr or
(¡) by including the est.imated cost and estimated
revenue in the University's annual est.imates and so
treating this course for grant purposes as an integral
part of the Faculty of Education.
8. Fees
The University shall determine the fees to be charged for
the course, but they shall not exceed the fees charged from
t.ime to time for Educat,ion I.
9. Staff
The University will

take over, employ, and. pay all
teaching members of the staff of Manitoba Teachers College
including the Principal and Vice-Principal, at salaries not
less t.han their salaries at, the date of takeover, and will
make arrangements satisfactory to the Minister of Educatj-on
for their integration into the salary schedule of the University
at the earliest reasonable date. The parties will also
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endeavour to arrange the retention without loss of pension

rights accumulated for service as teachers and civj-l servants.
10. Two-Year Course
-The University and the Government recognize the desirability of an increased period of training for teachers and
agree that as soon as it is practicable to do so without
restricting the supply of trained teachers necessary to fulfill the numerical requirements set by the Ministerr the
University will offer a two-year course concurrent.ly with the
one-year course. The enrolment in the one-year course may be
reduced as enrolment increases in the two-year cotlrse, provided
always that the annual combined production of trainees will
satisfy the numerical requirements set out above. Minimum
st.and.ard.s of admission to the two-year course should be
equivalent to those for admj-ssion to the Faculty of Arts and
Science, the Committee on Admj-ssions referred. to in Section 2
and the Committee on Teacher Education referred to in Section
5 should assume similar functions for the two-year course,
and all classes of the program sha1l if approved by the Senate,
carry credit toward an under-graduate degree.
11. Summer Schools
(a) The University will continue to offer the special
sunrmer sessions of twelve weeks and six weeks respectively
for the training of secondary school teachers until the
Minister of Education is satisfied that the regular
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Faculty courses will provide the numbers of secondary
teachers needed to staff the secondary schools of the
Province.

(b) The Minister of Education will determine the
professi-onal sutnmer courses to be offered. to teachers
for the improvement of their professional ski1ls or
for permenant certification, and he may either offer
the courses und.er his o\^rn d.irection or arrange to have
the University offer them.
(c) The University will continue to offer at sulnmer
school, academic courses under the appropriate Faculty
of the University, and professional courses for postgraduate credit. under the Faculty of Education.
(d) Where the University offers professional summer
courses for teachers by arrangement with the Minister
(i) it sha1I have complete cont.rol of content,
length of course and standard requj-red for
credit for either professional or academic
purposes;

(ii) it shall set the rates of tuition fees;
(iii) it. shall not be required to conduct any course
if there are fewer than fifteen applicants,
unless the Minister ag:rees to reimburse the
University for the amount by which salaries paid
to instruct.ors in the course exceeds fees collected
for the course.

LT7
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Certif icat.ion of Teachers
The issue of certificaÈes will continue to be the
responsjbility solely of the Minister but he shall not issue
a certificate based on a teacher training course at the
University until the appropriate University authority informs
him that the student has successfully completed his course.
L2.

13.

Brandon College
Brandon College may cont,inue to offer the courses it

presently offers under its Faculty of Education, i¡e. one-year
courses for elementary teachers paralleling the current Manitoba
Teachers College courses and courses under the Faculty of
Education programs for degree cred.it.' Courses for professional credit only will be similar in content, length, fees
standards of ad.mission and attainment to those to be offered
"n9
Courses for degree credit will continue to
at the University.
Transfer from t.he one-year
be subject to Senate control.
elementary course to a two-year program will be an objective
but the timing of the change will be determined by consultation
between the College and the Minister of Education. Similarly'
determination of all financial arrangTements, both capital
current, with respect to provision of elementary t.raining

and.

courses, degräe courses, and. summer, evening:, upgrad.ing and
refresher courses shall be determined by consultat.ion between

the College and. the Minister.
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L4.

Resid.ence Rights

Students in teacher training courses shall have the

same

rights as other students to accommodation in the University
residences.

15.

Technical and Vocational Teacher Training
The training of technical and vocational teachers shall

not be included in this transfer agreement.
16. Right to Re-open
The Government reserves the right to re-open the Manitoba
Teachers College at any time in the future if the Mj-nister of
Education deems it. j-n the public interest to do so.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this
Agreement the day and year first above written.
University of Manitoba:
(signed.)

:

Chairman, Board of Governors

(signedL W. J.

Comptroller

Condo

Province of Manitoba:
(signed) : C" Johnson
Minister of Education

